MPO Staff Report
MPO Technical Advisory Committee: December 12, 2018
MPO Executive Board: December 19, 2018
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consider Urban Regional Program Candidate Project for
the FY2020-2023 TIP as Being Consistent with the Metropolitan Transportation Plan and
Give Priority Ranking
Matter of Urban Regional Candidate Projects for 2020-2023 TIP.

Background: The MPO and NDDOT formally solicited candidate projects for the 2020-23
TIP/STIP. In order for the MPO to give both the local agencies as much time as possible yet still
allow MPO staff to “vet” the candidate projects, the project submittal deadline to the MPO was
December 4th.

NEW TIP Candidate Prjects
While all other funding programs were “open” for submittal of candidate projects, the Urban
Regional Program was “closed”. Due to bid prices, scope changes, and emergent needs, the
programmed Urban Regional projects require funding beyond what is predicted through 2022.
However, this solicitation may give consideration to Urban Regional projects addressing an urgent
issue or completing a phased construction project.
For FY2020, the City and NDDOT District again submitted a scoping worksheet for the NEPA
document to resolve congestion on 32nd Ave S. The request was not funded nor identified as an
“illustrative” project in the current TIP/STIP. It is not identified within the MTP fiscal plan. While
a NEPA document can be started, it cannot be acted upon FHWA until a subsequent another phase of
the project appears in the MTP and TIP.
For FY2022, a chip seal project on N. 5th St between DeMers and Gateway was submitted. The
estimated amount was $45,000 with a federal request of $36,000. The MTP identified this as
happening during the short term timeframe of the Plan instead of during the current TIP year of
FY2022.
Although a scoping worksheet was not submitted, the summary listing identifies in FY2022 the
updating of the traffic signals on the Regional Roads network. Just as the similar request in the
Urban Local Roads, the project is shown as an “illustrative” project in the current TIP/STIP. Given
the “closed” nature of the Urban Regional Program, it’s likely that just continuing listing the project
as “illustrative” is the only action we can do. The MTP does have this within the fiscally constrained
short-term timeframe (2023-2027).

TAC ACTION: With 2 votes nay, the TAC adopted a motion to recommend the candidate projects
as submitted by the City Council of Grand Forks as consistent with the MTP and give them priority
ranking.
It is important to note the reason for the two negative votes; they were cast by the NDDOT staff.
The NDDOT staff stated that the candidate project for the NEPA work should not be processed as a
project for Regional Road Program funding. These types of documents are not funded in this
manner; therefore, the submittal is not in conformance with the process. Despite this, the rest of the
TAC approved the project anyway as not wanting to change the City Council action
The MPO Executive Board will have to consider whether the NEPA candidate project should be
forwarded in this manner (being the proper process) and also if it is consistent with the MTP and
give it high priority ranking. There is no issue with the Chip seal project on N. 5th St and the
“illustrative” project remains as it currently rest (having no funding and if funding is found a
subsequent amendment would need to be processed).
TIP Plus 1 Year – not formally acted upon
We still solicited candidate projects for the FY2024, which is the typical process to obtain an idea of
what the next Regional project may be. The City and NDDOT GF District submitted two candidate
projects. One was for an interchange that addresses the congestion on 32nd Ave S. This project is
not consistent with our MTP as it is beyond our fiscal constraint.
The other project was the reconstruction of S. Washington St between Hamerling and 8th Ave S. The
project would also address access management along this segment. The estimated cost is $5.7M
with a federal request of $4.7M. This project is identified as a short-term project in the MTP.
OTHER
The US2 (between N. 55th St and N. 69th St) mill/overlay project and the High Tension Median
Guardrail projects will be treated as amendments to the current TIP.
Separate staff reports are released for the ND Transportation Alternative, ND Urban Grant (Main
Street), HSIP, and Urban Local Roads.

Findings and Analysis:

•
•
•

The MPO must annually prepare a Transportation Improvement Program
TIP eligible projects with the MPO Area must be submitted to the MPO for its consideration
The projects submitted are being considered as being consistent with the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan with the understanding that as FAST is implemented this determination
is subject to change.

Support Materials:
•

Applications

PROJECT SUBMITTAL LIST
Entity: Grand Forks

Contact Person: Allen Grasser

Date: December 3, 2018

Revision: October 2013

Phone Number: 701-746-2640

If you have questions with filling out the list, please contact Stacey Hanson at 701-328-4469

PROJECT COST

FISCAL
YEAR

FUNDING
CATEGORY(1)

FUNCTIONAL
CLASSIFICATION(2)

INVESTMENT
STRATEGY(3)

2019

SecR

Principal Arterial

N/R

Reconstruction

SH 297/Demers Ave (Red River to 5th St)

$

5,406,000

$

4,375,000

$

490,000

$

541,000

2019

SecR

Principal Arterial

N/R

Reconstruction

SH 297/Demers Ave (5th St to 6th St)

$

1,744,000

$

1,411,000

$

158,000

$

175,000

2019

PriR

Principal Arterial

MaR

Signals/Turn Lanes

US 2 & N 55th St Intersection

$

600,000

$

480,000

$

120,000

$

-

Bus US 81/N Washington St
8th Ave N to 0.4 miles north of US 2

$

1,323,000

$

1,071,000

$

120,000

$

132,000

TYPE OF WORK

(4)

PROJECT LOCATION

TOTAL

FEDERAL

STATE

LOCAL

NON-PARTICIPATING

2019

SecR

Principal Arterial

PM

CPR, Grinding, Dowelbar
Retrofit

2019

SecR

Principal Arterial

MiR

ADA Ramps

Bus US 81/N Washington St
Hammerling Ave to 8th Ave N

$

476,000

$

385,000

$

43,000

$

48,000

2019

SecR

Principal Arterial

MaR

Signals/Turn Lanes

SH 297/Demeras Ave at Columbia Rd West Ramp

$

660,000

$

485,000

$

115,000

$

60,000

Mill and Overlay

N 5th St (Bus US 2)
(US 2/Gateway Dr to SH 297/Demers Ave)

$

1,045,000

$

846,000

$

95,000

$

104,000

2019

SecR

Principal Arterial

MiR

2019

INT

Interstate

High Tension Median
Cable Guardrail

N 5th St (Bus US 2)
(US 2/Gateway Dr to SH 297/Demers Ave)

$

840,000

$

-

$

840,000

$

-

2020

INT

Interstate/Minor
Arterial

NEPA Documentation

I-29 NEPA Document Addressing Congestion at
Bus US 81/32nd Ave S

$

2,000,000

$

900,000

$

100,000

$

1,000,000

2021

PriR

Principal Arterial

PM

3" Mill & Overlay
and Chipseal

US 2/Gateway Dr (N 55th St to N 69th St)

$

567,000

$

454,000

$

113,000

$

-

2022

SecR

Minor Arterial

N/R

Reconstruction RR
Bridge and Roadway

Bus US 81/N Washington St (5th Ave N to 1st Ave S)

$

17,600,000

$

14,244,000

$

1,596,000

$

1,760,000

2022

SecR

Principal Arterial

PM

Chip Seal

N 5th St (Bus US 2)
(US 2/Gateway Dr to SH 297/Demers Ave)

$

45,000

$

36,000

$

4,500

$

4,500

2022

SecR

Principal Arterial

PM

Signal Maintenance

Traffic Signal Rehabilitation on the
Regional Roads System

$

6,200,000

$

4,960,000

$

620,000

$

620,000

2024

INT

Interstate/Minor
Arterial

N/R

Interchange

I-29 NEPA Construction Project Addressing Congestion
$
at Bus US 81/32nd Ave S

37,500,000

$

30,000,000

$

3,750,000

$

3,750,000

2024

SecR

Principal Arterial

N/R

Reconstruction

5,700,000

$

4,560,000

$

570,000

$

570,000

Notes

Description

Bus US 81/S Washington St
(Hammerling Ave to 8th Ave S)

(1)

PriR = Primary Regional, SecR = Secondary Regional, URP = Urban Roads Program, TA = Transportation Alternatives, INT = Interstate, BRI = Bridge

(2)

Interstate, Principal Arterial, Minor Arterial, Collector

(3)

PM = Preventive Maintenance, MiR = Minor Rehabilitation, SI = Structural Improvement, MaR = Major Rehabilitation, N/R = New/Reconstruction

(4)

Brief description of the project (Exs: Thin Lift Overlay, Mill and Overlay, Concrete Pavement Repair, etc.)

$

PROJECT SCOPING WORKSHEET

DATE: 11/15/2018
PRIORITY: Interstate system I-29 NEPA Document in 2020
City: Grand Forks

Street: I-29 near 47th Ave S

County: Grand Forks

Length: ~1 mile

Proposed Improvement: Completion of NEPA Documentation to address congestion and level of
service on Bus US 81/32nd Ave S.

Cost Estimates Breakdown (in $1,000)
Alternate

PE

R/W

Utility

Constr.

Bridges

Misc.
2,000

Present Road: Surface Width? 4 lane divided
On Street Parking Allowed?

Present: No

Total
2,000

Surface Type? Concrete
Proposed: No

Proposed Improvements
ADT Present: I-29 12,515 - 47 Ave S 2,830 -32nd Ave S 15,325
Yr: 2015
ADT Design: I-29 23,735 - 47th Ave S 17,975 - 32nd Ave S 25,890
Yr: 2040
Travel Way Width :
No. of Lanes: 4 & 2
Design Speed: 40 MPH (urban) & 70MPH Interstate
Roadway Width: 12 foot lanes
Maximum Curve:
Min. R/W Width:
Maximum Grade:
th

Right of Way
Will Additional ROW or easement be acquired? Yes ROW acquisition by: NDDOT
Has any ROW easements been acquired since 7-1-72: Unknown ROW Condemnation by:
Est. No. of occupied family dwelling to be displaced? None
Est. No. business to be displaced? None
Impacts
Will there be any additional Impacts (Cultural and Environmental Resources): No
Will there be any taking of any right-of-way from any public parkland (4F) or schools (6F): No
Airports: No
Public Hearings: Maybe
Environmental Classification (Cat-Ex, EA, EIS): Cat-Ex or EA
Transportation Enhancements: Decreased traffic volume and congestion at 32nd Ave S,
improved Level of Service for intersections on Bus US 81/32nd Ave S. This also significantly
reduced the number of vehicle miles traveled and vehicle hours traveled compared to a no build
Intermodal: Shared use path on overpass bridge

Railroads Crossings
RR Name

No.
Xings

No. Tracks
and Type of
Crossing

Daily Train
Movements

Train
Speed

Present
Protection

Proposed
Protection

None
Purpose and Need Statement For Regional Projects
I-29 was originally constructed around 1968, at the time of its construction four
interchanges were constructed in or around the city of Grand Forks. These interchanges
included: N Washington St, Gateway Dr/US 2, Demers Ave (ND SH 297), and 32nd Ave
S/Bus US 81. These interchanges have been in place for nearly 50 years, with no
additional interchanges being built within the city limits. There are also two overpasses
located at University Ave and at Merrifield Rd/County Rd 6. Over that time the City of
Grand Forks has grown from a population of approximately 39,000 to approximately
57,000. Though the city of Grand Forks has grown, the city’s growth has been dense with
a population density of 2,723/sq mi. Grand Forks’ population density exceeds other
similar cities within North Dakota:, Fargo – 2,318/sq mi, Bismarck - 2,034/sq mi, West
Fargo - 1,924/sq mi, Minot – 1,719/sq mi, Williston – 1,083/sq mi1.
With the increased population of Grand Forks, comes increase transportation needs, and
associated traffic congestion on the existing infrastructure. In the summer of 2017 an I-29
Traffic Operations Report was completed looking at the I-29 corridor around the city.
This report noted numerous times that the projected traffic volumes at the most southern
existing interchange located at US Bus 81/32nd Ave S would have extreme levels of
congestion, traffic cuing onto the interstate, and nearby intersections operating at a level
of service F by 2025. This study looked at multiple aspects to prevent these issues from
occurring in the future. This included, looking at non interstate improvements to
encourage local traffic to use existing arterial roadways, improvements to the existing
interchanges, and construction of new interchanges.
The study first looked at non-interstate improvements to encourage local traffic to use the
existing arterial roadway system and reduce the traffic using the interstate. This included
widening existing north-south arterial roadways such as 42nd St and Columbia Rd,
improving some intersections including a continuous flow intersection, as well as adding
dual left turn lanes, and realigning roadways to have better accessibility. The results of
this scenario showed that these projects did not reduce demand onto I-29, and in some
cases actually increased the volume of traffic onto I-29.

1.

http://www.towncharts.com/North-Dakota/Top-25-Cities-in-North-Dakota-ranked-by-PopulationDensity.html

MICRO LEVEL ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
32ND AVENUE/US 81B
32nd Avenue/US 81B serves a large majority of commercial activity in Grand Forks. Daily traffic volumes from 2015 along
this corridor range from approximately 11,300 vehicles per day west of I-29 to 16,300 vehicles per day east of I-29. The areas
surrounding I-29 at 32nd Avenue/US 81B and heading south to 47th Avenue are forecasted to be the largest population and
employment growth centers in the city. Specifically, 58 percent of new employment opportunities are expected to occur
within one-mile of either the 32nd Avenue/US 81B interchange or the 47th Avenue corridor. By 2040, this amount of growth
is expected to result in traffic volumes around 43,000 vehicles per day east of I-29 and 23,000 vehicles per day west of I29. This results in oversaturated interchange operations, producing long delays and queues by 2040.
Analysis completed for the Macro Level Alternatives Analysis found that the construction of a 47th Avenue interchange
would have significant tangible benefits to the 32nd Avenue/US 81B interchange, potentially mitigating the need for costly
widening at I-29 east to Columbia Road. The 32nd Avenue/US 81B intersection would experience more than 40 percent
traffic reduction under this scenario, where other interchanges experienced far less. This necessitated a need to evaluate
different interchange scenarios with and without the 47th Avenue interchange. Alternatives were analyzed under the Existing
Interstate Access Scenario (no 47th Avenue interchange), which assumes a six-lane section on 32nd Avenue/US 81B, and the
47th Avenue Interchange Scenario, which assumes a four-lane section on 32nd Avenue/US 81B.
The Merrifield Road/CR 6 Interchange Infrastructure will also be considered later in this chapter but had minimal impacts
to the overall operations of 32nd Avenue/US 81B. The combination of the 47th Avenue Interchange and the Merrifield
Road/CR 6 Interchange provided similar benefits to 32nd Avenue/US 81B as the 47th Avenue interchange in isolation.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Analysis for this interchange location used the Value Planning approach detailed previously in this report.

INTERCHANGE ALTERNATIVES
EXISTING INTERSTATE ACCESS SCENARIO
As described above, this scenario does not include any additional interchange infrastructure. This means the future
development expected in the southwest metro will be funneled to the 32nd Avenue/US 81B corridor for access onto and
across the interstate.

Widen Only Alternative
The Widen Only Alternative (WO) would add one through lane in each direction on 32nd Avenue/US 81B from the 42nd
Street west frontage road to east of 38th Street, as well as traffic control at the 42nd Street west frontage road and turn lanes
at all four study intersections which would require bridge widening. The WO alternative is treated as the baseline for
comparisons against other alternative designs; the true do nothing alternative model broke down and could not accurately
replicate queues and delay.
Even with the additional capacity, this alternative was unable to be properly calibrated during the 2040 P.M. peak, with 15.2
percent latent demand. This means more than 1,500 vehicles did not enter the model so their delay has not been
incorporated into the overall network delay and is not acceptable for analysis.
Based on the traffic the model could process, long queues, in excess of 1,000 feet are expected at all four study intersections.
Levels of service are deficient at all study intersections, excluding the East Ramp intersection. It is important to note that
the queues extending onto I-29 are likely not being incorporated into the East Ramp delay.
The estimated cost for this alternative was $7.7 million which only included widening the bridge and the difference between
reconstructing 32nd Avenue/US 81B as a four-lane section and reconstructing and widening as a six-lane section. This
planning level cost should be further refined but was used as a baseline cost. Value planning scores for this alternative can
be seen in Table 7-17.
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Table 7-17: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Widen Only Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 57.1, LOS “E”
P.M. Peak Average: 92.2, LOS “F”
Average A.M. Peak: 12.8, LOS “B”
Average P.M. Peak: 94.4 LOS “F”
No additional environmental impacts expected.
Baseline crash potential distribution for alternative comparison:
» 6.5% Crossing Crash Potential
» 62.5% Rear End Crash Potential
» 31.0% Sideswipe Crash Potential
 $7.7 Million**

Score








0*
0*
8
9
10
27

*Score of zero assigned because model could not be calibrated. Not all delay considered.
**Includes planning level costs on a per mile basis.

Consolidated East Ramp
The Consolidated East Ramp (CER) Alternative would add a through lane in each direction as well as realign 42nd Street
east of I-29 with the East Ramp. This helps split southbound traffic at 38th Street, a major bottleneck along the corridor.
This alternative also incorporates double left turn lanes at 38th Street, a northbound right turn lane, westbound left and a
traffic control signal at the 42nd Street west frontage road. It requires bridge widening. This alternative also incorporates two
loops in the southeast and southwest quadrants, which helps eliminate crossing conflicts and improves operational
efficiency by allowing a two-phase signal controller.
This alternative had 4.7 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is acceptable for calibration according to
FHWA standards. During the 2040 P.M. peak, operations at 42nd Street frontage road and 38th Street are deficient at LOS
“E”, while the two ramp intersections operate at LOS “D”; delays at the ramp intersections produce long queues onto the
interstate. There are no operational concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak hour.
This alternative reduces crossing crash potential by 24.1 percent and rear-end potential by 49.0 percent when compared
against the WO alternative. Sideswipe crash potential is increased by 188.6 percent when compared against the Widen Only
alternative.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-18 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-26.
Table 7-18: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Consolidated East Ramp Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
» A.M. Peak Average: 18.1, LOS “A”
» P.M. Peak Average: 62.0, LOS “E ”
» Average A.M. Peak: 11.92, LOS “B”
» Average P.M. Peak: 55.1 LOS “F”
» No significant new environmental impacts. 3.5 acres of ROW required.
26.2% increase in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 24.1% Reduction in Crossing Crash Potential
» 49.0% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 188.6% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $30.9 Million

Score
5
4
6
0
0
15
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Northwest Loop Ramp
The Northwest Loop Ramp (NWL) Alternative incorporates a northwest loop on-ramp for westbound to southbound
movements, turn lanes at adjacent intersections and traffic control at the 42nd Street west frontage road. This alternative
requires widening the 32nd Avenue/US 82B bridge to accommodate additional through lanes. Due to the posted speeds
and the ROW constraints, only a small radius could be constructed. This requires parallel merge lanes to ensure safe and
efficient merging.
This alternative had 10.0 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is not acceptable for calibration
according to FHWA standards. Nearly 1,000 vehicles were unable to enter the network during the 2040 P.M. peak. However,
based on the vehicles processed, the 42nd Street west frontage roads and 38th Street intersections were deficient at LOS “F”
with the ramp intersections operating at LOS “E”. Queues at the ramp intersection extend onto the interstate, completely
blocking all through lanes.
During the 2040 A.M. peak, only the 38th Street intersection is deficient at LOS “E”. There are no queueing concerns.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-19 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-27.
Table 7-19: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Northwest Loop Ramp Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental
Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 39.1, LOS “D”
P.M. Peak Average: 99.4, LOS “F”
Average A.M. Peak: 13.3, LOS “B”
Average P.M. Peak: 54.4, LOS “F”
No significant environmental impacts. Two acres of ROW required and some
access revisions.
14.8% increase in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 128.2% Increase in Crossing Crash Potential
» 16.4% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 53.6% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $27.8 Million

»
»
»
»
»

Score
0*
0*
6

4
1
11

*Score of zero assigned because model not calibrated. Not all delay considered.

Southwest Loop Ramp
The Southwest Loop Ramp (SWL) Alternative incorporates a southwest loop off-ramp for southbound to eastbound
movements, turn lanes at adjacent intersections and traffic control at 44th Street. This alternative requires widening the 32nd
Avenue/US 81B bridge to accommodate additional through lanes and access revisions to the 42nd Street west frontage road
which allowed for a RIRO access on the northside of 32nd Avenue/US 81B but closed the access on the southside.
This alternative had 3.1 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is acceptable for calibration according to
FHWA standards. During the 2040 P.M. peak, operations at the East Ramp are deficient at LOS “E” with queues that extend
onto the interstate. The 38th Street and 44th Street intersections are deficient at LOS “F” and LOS “E” respectively. The 44th
Street intersection would be improved with a double left-turn lane. However, that would require two receiving lanes which
would have building impacts. At this time, a single left-turn lane was analyzed.
During the 2040 A.M. peak, all intersections operate at LOS “C” or better except the 38th Street intersection which operates
at LOS “E”. There are no queueing concerns at the ramp intersections.
The SWL Alternative reduces crossing crash potential by 42.1 percent and rear-end crash potential by 40.2 percent.
Sideswipe crash potential is increased 88.3 percent.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-20 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-28.
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Table 7-20: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Southwest Loop Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
» A.M. Peak Average: 27.9, LOS “C”
» P.M. Peak Average: 57.6, LOS “E”
» Average A.M. Peak: 13.2, LOS “B”
» Average P.M. Peak: 23.9, LOS “D”
» No significant environmental impacts. Two acres of ROW required and some
access revisions.
0.5% decrease in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 42.1% Reduction in Crossing Crash Potential
» 40.2% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 88.3% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $23.5 Million

Score
5
7
6

10
5
33

Diverging Diamond Interchange
The Diverging Diamond Interchange (DDI) Alternative requires the two directions of traffic on 32nd Avenue/US 81B to cross
to the opposite side of the road under the I-29 bridge. This allows left-turning and right-turning traffic to perform a free flow
movement onto the interstate on-ramp. The free-flowing movements reduce the signal phases to two at each intersection,
significantly reducing delays. The right-turn slip ramp on the southbound I-29 on-ramp requires access management at the
42nd Street west frontage road. This alternative requires widening the 32nd Avenue/US 81B bridge to accommodate additional
through lanes. A backage road was configured with a signal incorporated at 44th Street.
This alternative had 6.0 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is not acceptable for calibration according
to FHWA standards. More than 600 vehicles were unable to enter the network during the 2040 P.M. peak. However, based
on the vehicles processed, the West Ramp intersection and 38th Street intersection were deficient with LOS “E” during the
2040 P.M. peak. Queues at the West Ramp and East Ramp extend back onto the interstate. During the 2040 A.M. peak all
intersections operate at LOS “D” or better with no queuing concerns. The DDI alternative increases crossing crash potential
by 23.7 percent and sideswipe crash potential by 18.0 percent but decreases rear end crash potential by 9.4 percent.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-21: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Diverging Diamond Interchange
Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)with planning level design layout in Figure 7-29.
Table 7-21: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Diverging Diamond Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 23.2, LOS “C”
P.M. Peak Average: 50.8, LOS “D”
Average A.M. Peak: 13.3, LOS “B”
Average P.M. Peak: 77.0, LOS “F”
No significant environmental impacts. Two acres of ROW required and some
access revisions.
1.3% increase in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 23.7% Increase in Crossing Crash Potential
» 9.4% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 18.0% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $22.1 Million

»
»
»
»
»

Score
0*
0*
6

9
6
21

*Score of zero assigned because model not calibrated. Not all delay considered.
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Diverging Diamond Partial Cloverleaf
Additional analysis was completed for the 2040 P.M. peak hour using a diverging diamond partial cloverleaf design, shown
in Figure 7-23. This uses a diverging diamond interchange concept with bypass lanes to a northwest loop ramp and
southeast loop ramp. It would require access control at the 42nd Street west frontage road, double left-turn lanes on all
approaches at 38th Street and would require significant bridge widening. This design has similar free flow movements and
signal phase efficiency as the DDI alternative.
This alternative was only analyzed under the 2040 P.M. peak hour to determine if further analysis should be completed.
With 4.7 percent latent demand it was technically calibrated. However, the 44th Street and 38th Street intersections were still
deficient and queueing onto I-29 still occurred. Since this alternative did not have acceptable operations, no further analysis
was completed.
Figure 7-23: Diverging Diamond Partial Cloverleaf Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Concept Only

Summary of Alternatives Under Existing Interstate Access Scenario
The growth areas planned for the southwest metro result in more than 160 percent growth on 32nd Avenue/US 81B as this
corridor is the only access across and onto I-29. This growth results in extreme congestion, to an extent where three of the
five alternatives (WO, NWL, DDI) analyzed cannot process at least 95 percent or more of projected 2040 P.M. peak hour
traffic, resulting in the inability to properly calibrate the alternatives. The remaining two alternatives that meet calibration
standards do not meet local or mainline operations standards, with deficient intersection operations and queues onto the
interstate. None of the alternatives studied under the Existing Interstate Access Scenario, without a 47th Avenue
interchange, meet the established PNS because they cannot improve operations to an acceptable level.
The SWL Alternative scored highest based on the value planning criteria. It was able to accept 97 percent of the forecasted
volumes for 2040 P.M. peak but provides deficient local operations. It improves crash potential but does require access
management at the 42nd Street west frontage road. The summary of value planning scores is shown in Table 7-22.
Table 7-22: Summary of 32nd Avenue/US 81B Interchange Alternatives Under Existing Interstate Access Scenario

Alternative
WO
CER
NWL
SWL
DDI

Local
Operations
0
5
0
5
0

Mainline
Operations
0
4
0
7
0

Environmental
Impacts
8
6
6
6
6

Safety

Cost

9
0
4
10
9

10
0
2
5
6

Technical
Total
27
15
12
33
21

Technical
Rank
2
4
5
1
3
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47TH AVENUE INTERCHANGE SCENARIO
The 47th Avenue interchange would likely have significant impacts on 32nd Avenue/US 81B, expected to reduce traffic on 32nd
Avenue/US 81B by more than 40 percent. The Spot Improvement Alternative was analyzed specifically for the 47th Avenue
Interchange Scenario. This alternative includes







At 38th Street, extend the eastbound right-turn lane (435 feet, full width) and install double left-turn lanes on the
eastbound, westbound and southbound approaches.
At the East Ramp, a double right-turn lane on the northbound off-ramp.
Traffic control signal and access modification at the 42nd Street west frontage road intersection.
Queue flushing on the off-ramps
Pedestrian crossing enhancements at the ramp intersections that includes pedestrian actuation and prohibits
right-turns.
Reconstruct or major rehabilitation of pavement from the East Ramp to Columbia Road.

Under this alternative, all study intersection are LOS “D” or better; the ramp intersections operate at LOS “C” or better
during both peak hours through 2040. This alternative would minimize queueing onto the interstate and improve traffic
flow, which should mitigate some of the most prevalent crash trends. The signal at the 42nd Street west frontage road and
improvements to the existing signal timing should improve pedestrian crossing safety. This analysis suggests constructing
a 47th Avenue interchange would mitigate almost all improvements necessary on 32nd Avenue/US 81B.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-23 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-30.
Table 7-23: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Spot Improvement Interchange Alternative Under 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 16.7, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 31.9, LOS “C”
Average A.M. Peak: 9.6, LOS “A”
Average P.M. Peak: 18.6, LOS “C”
No additional environmental impacts expected.
No change in crash potential expected.
» 15.0% Crossing Crash Potential
» 33.2% Rear End Crash Potential
» 51.8% Sideswipe Crash Potential
 $700,000 plus the cost of interchange at 47th Avenue (discussed in next
chapter)

Score








7
8
8
6

10
39

Other Alternatives
Other interchange alternatives were studied under the 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario, which reduces traffic on 32nd
Avenue/US 81B by more than 40 percent. These alternatives do provide some benefits to local and mainline operations
and safety. Brief descriptions are provided below with a summary table and layouts at the end of this chapter.
Consolidated East Ramp
The Consolidated East Ramp Alternative (CER) was identified in the 2040 LRTP but could not be cost constrained. It would
realign 42nd Street east of I-29 with the East Ramp. This helps split southbound traffic at 38th Street, which is a major
bottleneck along the corridor. A signal was included for 42nd Street west frontage road. During the 2040 P.M. peak the 38th
Street intersection operates deficiently at LOS “E” with long queues on the minor approaches. No queueing or delay
concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $15.7 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-31.
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Northwest Loop Ramp
The Northwest Loop Ramp Alternative (NWL) adds a loop ramp for the westbound to southbound movements onto I-29
in the northwest quadrant. Due to the posted speeds and the ROW constraints, only a small radius could be constructed.
This requires parallel merge lanes to ensure safe and efficient merging, which would likely be incompatible with a 47th
Avenue interchange. The addition of the northwest loop helps eliminate crossing conflicts by converting a left-turn to a free
right. The right-turn slip ramp on the southbound I-29 on-ramp requires access management at the 42nd Street west
frontage road. A backage road was configured with a signal incorporated at 44th Street. During the 2040 P.M. peak all
intersections operate efficiently, including 38th Street. However, there are long queues anticipated on the minor approaches
at 38th Street. No queuing or delay concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $14.2 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-32.
Southwest Loop Ramp
The Southwest Loop Ramp Alternative (SWL) adds a loop ramp for the southbound to eastbound movements off of I-29
in the southwest quadrant. This configuration supports more than 400 vehicles during the 2040 P.M. peak hour,
eliminating one signal phase and permitting right-turn-on-reds to improve through-put. No queueing is expected on the
interstate ramps, but large queues build up at 38th Street and the 42nd Street west frontage road. A signal was included for
42nd Street west frontage road. There are some queueing concerns on the minor approaches at 38th Street. All other
intersections operate effectively at LOS “D” or better. No queueing or delay concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $11.0 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-33.
Diverging Diamond Interchange
The Diverging Diamond Interchange Alternative (DDI) requires the two directions of traffic on 32nd Avenue/US 81B to cross
to the opposite side of the road over I-29. This allows left-turning and right-turning traffic to perform a free flow movement
onto the interstate on-ramp. The free-flowing movements reduce the signal phases to two at each intersection, significantly
reducing delays. The right-turn slip ramp on the southbound I-29 on-ramp requires access management at the 42nd Street
west frontage road. A backage road was configured with a signal incorporated at 44th Street. All intersections operate
efficiently during the 2040 A.M. and P.M. peak. There are some queuing issues on the minor approaches at 38th Street
during the 2040 P.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $8.5 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-34.
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Table 7-24: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Alternatives Under 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario

»
Local
Operations

»

»
Mainline
Operations*

»
»

Environmental
Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total
Rank

SI
Results
A.M. Peak: 16.7,
LOS “B”
P.M. Peak
Average: 31.9, LOS
“C”
A.M. Peak: 9.6,
LOS “A”
P.M. Peak: 18.6,
LOS “C”
No additional
environmental
impacts expected.

Baseline Crash
Potential
Distribution for
Comparison
» 15.0% Crossing
» 33.2% Rear End
» 51.8% Sideswipe

Score

7

8

8

6

10

» $700,000
39
1

CER
Results
» A.M. Peak: 18.2,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak Average:
37.0, LOS “D”
» A.M. Peak: 14.5,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak: 19.2,
LOS “C”
» 3.5 Acres of ROW
required. No
access changes.

43.2% Increase in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 140.9% Increase in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 40.5% Decrease in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 82.2% Increase in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $15.7 Million
21
5

Score

7

8

6

0

0

NWL
Results
» A.M. Peak: 16.1,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak
Average: 24.1, LOS
“C”
» A.M. Peak: 13.3,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak: 18.4,
LOS “C”
» 2 Acres of ROW
required. Access
management at
42nd Street west
frontage road.
4.1% Decrease in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 0.9% Decrease in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 10.5% Decrease in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 0.3% Decrease in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $14.2 Million
31
4

Score
»
7

»

»
8

»
»

6

9

1

SWL
Results
A.M. Peak: 16.1,
LOS “B”
P.M. Peak
Average: 33.4, LOS
“C”
A.M. Peak: 13.5,
LOS “B”
P.M. Peak: 18.0,
LOS “C”
2 Acres of ROW
required. No
access changes.

5.0% Decrease in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 42.2% Increase in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 32.0% Decrease in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 4.9% Increase in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $11.0 Million
34
2

Score

7

8

6

10

3

DDI
Results
» A.M. Peak: 13.9,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak Average:
23.5, LOS “C”
» A.M. Peak: 13.0,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak: 18.1,
LOS “C”
» 2 Acres of ROW
required. Access
management at
42nd Street west
frontage road.
20.0% Increase in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 130.9% Increase in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 7.6% Increase in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 9.5% Increase in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $8.5 Million
32
3

Score

8

8

6

5

5

*Mainline operations does not incorporate friction between 32nd Avenue and 47th Avenue. This is discussed in greater detail in the next section.
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47TH AVENUE
During the Macro Level Analysis completed for this study, the 47th Avenue interchange was studied to address future longterm development in southern Grand Forks. This analysis found an interchange at this location would reduce vehicle hours
traveled by 4.4 million hours from 2025 to 2040 and vehicle miles traveled by 53.3 million miles from 2025 to 2040. This
interchange is also estimated to reduce traffic on 32nd Avenue/US 81B by 40.3 percent, which is likely significant enough to
prevent widening on 32nd Avenue/US 81B. However, the analysis also estimated a 21 percent increase in traffic on I-29. This
increase in traffic on mainline I-29 may present merging, weaving and diverging challenges. Unlike analysis completed for
other interchanges in this report, impacts between 32nd Avenue/US 81B and the 47th Avenue interchange alternatives were
analyzed using the existing 32nd Avenue/US 81B on- and off-ramp configurations. Four alternatives were feasible based on
the criteria established in this report.







Traditional Diamond Interchange: A standard diamond interchange on the 47th Avenue alignment was considered
the base alternative.
Diamond with South Loops Interchange: A standard diamond interchange with a southeast loop ramp and
southwest loop ramp on the 47th Avenue alignment. This alternative split the diverging movements to minimize
the congestion between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B on-ramp and the 47th Avenue off-ramp. This provided improved
operations at the ramp intersections by reducing the number of signal phases.
Shifted Diamond with South Loops Interchange: A standard diamond interchange with a southeast loop on-ramp
and southwest loop off-ramp shifted 0.25 miles south. This alternative also splits the diverging movements to
minimize congestion but increases the spacing to allow more time for drivers to make the lane changes necessary.
Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts Interchange: This alternative is shifted 0.25 miles south and includes
a southwest loop ramp for the on- and off-ramps and southeast loop on-ramp. This alternative avoids impacting
the campground south of 47th Avenue and increases spacing between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B on-ramp and the
47th Avenue off-ramp.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
These four alternatives were analyzed and presented below using the Value Planning approach detailed at the beginning of
this report. The 47th Avenue interchange analysis is slightly different than the baseline methodology because it is a new
interchange, with no existing conditions to compare.

MAINLINE OPERATIONS
Because of concerns regarding the I-29 mainline due to spacing and higher volumes, an alternative mainline analysis
approach was used. Mainline operations for the 47th Avenue interchange analysis refers to the operations of I-29 between
the merge and diverge points of 32nd Avenue/US 81B and 47th Avenue, including the 500-foot sections upstream and
downstream of the 32nd Avenue/US 81B and 47th Avenue intersections. This change was made for two reasons: first, none
of the alternatives analyzed on 47th Avenue found unique or deficient lane densities on the 500-foot section upstream of
off-ramp and downstream of on-ramps; second, the nearly 14,000 ADT increase on I-29 associated with the 47th Avenue
interchange could have capacity impacts outside of the interchange influence areas. Similar to the baseline methodology
for mainline operations, the northbound and southbound densities were averaged to provide one score.

COST
Typically, the interchange alternatives would be scored using a distribution between highest cost alternative and lowest cost
alternative. The Southwest Loop Alternative (SWL) for the 32nd Avenue/US 81B alternative under the Existing Interstate
Access Scenario was the prioritized alternative based on technical criteria. The SWL was included in the range of costs to
provide valuable context related to the true impacts of a 47th Avenue interchange; it has a cost of $23.5 million. The range
of costs was scored using the Cost scoring criteria table established in the methodology section above.

INTERCHANGE ALTERNATIVES
Analysis presented below was completed using ADT forecasts from the 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario.
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TRADITIONAL DIAMOND ALTERNATIVE
The Traditional Diamond Alternative (TD) is a standard diamond interchange with signals at the East Ramp, West Ramp
and 38th Street intersections. It operates at LOS “D” or better for both 2040 A.M. and P.M. peak hours. There are no
queueing concerns that would impact I-29. This alternative provides spacing challenges between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B
southbound on-ramp and the 47th Avenue off-ramp, which results in some lane densities that fall to LOS “D” during the
2040 P.M. peak. This alternative will require relocation to the campground in the southwest quadrant but the least amount
of right-of-way at 61 acres. Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-25 with planning level design
layout in Figure 7-36.
Table 7-25: 47th Avenue Traditional Diamond Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts








Safety
Cost
Total



Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 14.9, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 32.6, LOS “C”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.4, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 29.3, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 63 acres of ROW needed.
Baseline crash potential distribution for alternative comparison:
» Crossing: 9.4% of total estimated crash potential
» Rear End: 81.2% of total estimated crash potential
» Lane Change: 9.4% of total estimated crash potential
$24.6 Million

Score
7
7
6

0
5
25

DIAMOND WITH SOUTH LOOPS ALTERNATIVE
The Diamond with South Loops Alternative (DL) is a diamond interchange with a southeast loop ramp for eastbound to
northbound on-ramp movements and a southwest loop ramp for southbound to eastbound off-ramp movements. By
removing left-turns, some crossing conflicts are eliminated, as well as enabling the traffic control signal to operate with
reduced phases, improving efficiency. This alternative operates effectively during both 2040 A.M. and P.M. peak hours and
does not have queueing concerns. This alternative has the lowest estimated crash potential, as well as providing acceptable
levels of service for local operations, but does require business impacts and 87 acres of ROW needed, the most of all four
build alternatives. As for mainline operations, this alternative does result in some lane densities between 32nd Avenue/US
81B and 47th Avenue falling to LOS “D” during the 2040 P.M. peak. Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen
in Table 7-26 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-37.
Table 7-26: 47th Avenue Diamond with South Loops Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts








Safety
Cost
Total



Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 12.0, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 15.3, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.8, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 29.3, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 63 acres of ROW needed.
59.4% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 29.1% reduction in crossing crash potential
» 68.1% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 15.0% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
$27.2 Million

Score
9
6
6

10
1
32
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DIAMOND WITH SOUTH LOOPS AND MIXING LANES ALTERNATIVE
The Diamond with South Loops and Mixing Lanes Alternative (DLM) is the same interchange configuration as above but
includes mixing lanes (also referred to as auxiliary lanes, speed-change lane or acceleration lane) between 32nd Avenue/US
81B and 47th Avenue to improve lane density during the peak hours. This requires about 1,000 feet of extra lane length for
each direction of traffic on I-29. These mixing lanes would keep lane densities at LOS “A” during the 2040 A.M. peak and
LOS “C” during the 2040 P.M. peak. Local operations, environmental impacts and safety remain unchanged. Value
planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-27. Planning level designs at the interchange are similar to Figure
7-37.
Table 7-27: 47th Avenue Diamond with South Loops and Mixing Lanes Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts

Safety
Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 12.0, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 15.3, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 10.9, LOS “A”
P.M. Peak Average: 18.8, LOS “C”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 63 acres of ROW needed.
 59.4% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 29.1% reduction in crossing crash potential
» 68.1% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 15.0% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
 $28.5 Million






Score
9
8
6

10
0
33

SHIFTED DIAMOND WITH SOUTH LOOPS ALTERNATIVE
The Shifted Diamond with South Loops Alternative (SDL) is the same geometric design as the South Loops Interchange
Alternative, just shifted 0.25 miles south. This improves spacing between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B interchange. This
alternative operates effectively both on local and mainline operations. However, during the 2040 P.M. peak, some lane
densities fall to LOS “D”. This alternative improves estimated crash potential, when compared against the Diamond
Interchange. It also impacts the campground and will require a buyout and 78 acres of ROW needed. Value planning scores
for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-28 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-38.
Table 7-28: 47th Avenue Shifted Diamond with South Loops Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts

Safety
Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 11.7, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 14.5, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.2, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 26.8, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 78 acres of ROW needed.
 57.5% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 34.8% reduction in crossing crash potential
» 66.7% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 1.4% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
 $27.6 Million






Score
9
7
5

»9
1
31

SHIFTED DIAMOND WITH NO BUSINESS IMPACTS
The Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts Alternative (SNI) shifts the interchange alignment o.25 miles south and
folds the southbound off-ramp to eliminate the business impacts. This alternative operates effectively during both 2040
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A.M. and P.M. peak hours with no queueing concerns that would impact I-29. It improves crash potential when compared
against the Diamond Interchange alternative with effective local and mainline operations. Eliminating the business impacts
and low ROW needed helps this alternative score high in the Environmental Impacts category and Cost. Value planning
scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-29 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-39.
Table 7-29: 47th Avenue Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts








Safety
Cost
Total



Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 11.4, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 16.9, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.3, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 26.7, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. No business
impacts. 59 acres of ROW needed.
56.9% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 12.7% increase in crossing crash potential
» 70.2% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 11.4% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
$23.2 Million

Score
9
7
6

9
10
41

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES
The Shifted Folded Southbound Off-Ramp Interchange Alternative scored highest on the Value Planning analysis with
strong scores in local and mainline operations, safety and low cost. It does not require impacts which improves its
environmental impact score relative to other alternatives for 47th Avenue.
The value planning scores summary for 47th Avenue interchange alternatives is shown in Table 7-30.
Table 7-30: Summary of 47th Avenue Interchange Alternatives

Alternative
TD
DL
DLM
SDL
SNI

Local
Operations
7
9
9
9
9

Mainline
Operations
7
6
8
7
7

Environmental
Impacts
6
6
6
5
6

Safety

Cost

0
10
10
9
9

5
1
0
1
10

Technical
Total
25
32
33
31
41

Technical
Rank
5
3
2
4
1

STEERING COMMITTEE RANKING
As part of the Value Planning workshop, the Steering Committee was asked to rank the alternatives; the Diamond with
South Loops and Mixing Lanes and the Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts were tied with 33.3 percent of the
Steering Committee ranking each as their first choice.
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those improvements included in the I-29 Corridor Study, none are currently cost constrained in the GF-EGF MPO Long
Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).

NEEDS COMPARISON
Comparing needs for different improvements can be a very complicated process. For example, how do you compare a
railroad grade separation improvement to a new interchange to a new loop? A railroad grade separation generates major
delays but only occurs a few times per day, mostly during off-peak periods. A new interchange may provide massive relief
for several hours of the day but may not be needed for several years.
The current Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) process utilizes a project scoring and ranking process. A more
technically based project specific evaluation process was needed to support the I-29 Corridor Study Implementation Plan.
To assess needs, a five point needs index was developed to show relative need. This starts with the technical information
compiled in this study and other studies as necessary to compare quantified benefits. Quantified benefits incorporate
vehicle hours of delay, vehicle miles travelled and crash reduction factors. For example, the 2040 yearly quantified benefits
for an interchange at 47th Avenue is $3.2 million and for a railroad grade separation at 42nd Street and DeMers Avenue is
$0.6 million. Where quantified benefits were not readily available, level of service and railroad crossing exposure were
compared.
This information was used to provide an educated estimate of need for every improvement over $1 million for existing,
2025 and 2040 time periods. This information will be refined by the Steering Committee. The results are illustrated in Table
8-2.
Table 8-2: Needs by Year
Location
North Washington
Street/CR 11/US 81

Improvement

Need
Existing

2025

2040

Interchange and Access
Improvements

0

0.5

1

Interchange Improvements

1

2

5

The Gateway Drive interchange operates at
LOS "F" by 2040.

Railroad Grade Separation

2

2.5

3

Queuing onto the interstate when train
events and peak hours coincide. The railroad
grade separation has a crossing exposure of
245,000 by 2040.*

Interchange Improvements

2

4

5

The DeMers Avenue interchange operates at
LOS "E" by 2025 and LOS "F" by 2040.

3

3.5

4

The grade separation has a yearly quantified
benefit of $0.6 million dollars by 2040 and
crossing exposure of 749,700 by 2040.*

2

5

5

32nd Avenue Operates at LOS "F" by 2025,
has a yearly quantified benefit of $3.2 M by
2040.

2.5

3

3.5

The Merrifield Interchange has a yearly
quantified benefit of 2.4 million dollars by
2040.

Gateway Drive/US 2

DeMers Avenue/ND
297
42nd Street Railroad Grade
Separation

32nd Avenue/US 81B

Notes
The Washington Street improvements are
preventive in nature and not based on
quantified deficiencies.

New Interchange at 47th
Avenue

Merrifield Road/CR 6 New Interchange
0 = No need, 5 = Greatest Need
* Based on previous study, may require updating
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LONG RANGE: 2031-2040+
This stage represents year 11 and beyond the current TIP and extends to the life of the current 2040 Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP). Figure 8-6 demonstrates the long-range phase of project development efforts required to
implement the I-29 Corridor Study.
Costs shown demonstrate a year of expenditure estimate to the mid-range of the phase for which construction is anticipated
per the I-29 Corridor Study. Projects in the mid-range are adjusted to YOE of 2036. Table 8-3 demonstrates a more
descriptive dialogue of the implementation efforts needed at each phase of implementation for the most significant
projects. Table 8-3 should be treated as a tentative set of actions needed to address needs identified by the I-29 Corridor
Study. As additional planning and programming efforts unfold beyond the completion of the I-29 Corridor Study, these
assumptions may change.

STAGES OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT & DELIVERY
The I-29 Implementation Plan assists with stratifying the stage of planning and project development required to deliver each
of the above mentioned projects. This is specifically important for more of the complex projects and for those projects which
will require additional scoping to move out of the planning phase and deeper into advanced project development. The
Implementation Plan has been developed around the following generalized Stages of Project Delivery:




Planning & Environmental (Preliminary Engineering/Scoping): Reflects additional planning or project level
scoping to continue to define and delineate alternatives and project feasibility. This phase also includes the
transition into the development of relevant environmental documentation. In many cases, the alternatives
developed as part of the I-29 Corridor Study are assumed to be ready to move further into project development
(i.e. environmental/NEPA). In the case of interchanges at 47th Avenue and Merrifield Road/CR 6, this phase
includes completion of an IJR. However, some of these actions may not result in a signed environmental document
until such time as Federal funds are programmed, or FHWA fiscal constraint requirements can be met.
Right-of-Way, Design and Construction (Advanced Project Development): Reflects efforts following
completion of a signed environmental document. These are stages of advanced project development involving
actual final design and right of way. Included in this phase would also be efforts to secure final programming (or
project selection). Advanced project development includes the construction phase.

The implementation plan will assign one of these two general categories to identified improvements listed in the I- 29
Corridor Study. Smaller less significant projects which will likely fit more easily into the GF-EGF TIP or move quickly in the
first phase or two are not noted. For more complex projects, the transition through these stages is more gradual, and more
thoughtfulness is needed on how these projects continue to transition out of planning and further into project development.

32ND AVENUE/US 81B NEEDS
Due to the major investment needed at 32nd Avenue/US 81B, and the coordinated needs between 32nd Avenue/US 81B and
47th Avenue, additional analysis was completed to determine the approximate thresholds where 32nd Avenue/US 81B begins
to breakdown. This analysis increased the modeled traffic volumes based on linear growth between the existing and
approved 2025 ADT projections and then between the approved 2025 ADT and 2040 ADT projections.


According to the 2025 P.M. peak hour analysis, deficiencies along the corridor emerged. However, there are key
issues that emerge before 2025.
» At around 40 percent (2019) of the growth between 2015 and 2025, deficient operations are expected at
38th Street.
» By 70 percent (2022) of the growth between 2015 and 2025, the northbound off-ramp begins to queue
onto the interstate.
» By 2025, deficient operations are expected at the West Ramp, East Ramp and 38th Street intersections
during the P.M. peak hour.
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With the Spot Improvements on 32nd Avenue/US 81B, 2025 operations are improved to LOS “D” across the
corridor. However, as growth continues capacity constraints on the overpass bridge begin to emerge around 2030,
or 30 percent of growth expected between 2025 and 2040. The capacity constraints result in deficient operations
at the West Ramp intersection and queues onto the interstate.
Figure 8-2: 2015 to 2025 Growth Thresholds with Existing Configuration on 32nd Avenue/US 81B

Figure 8-3: 2025 to 2040 Growth Thresholds with Spot Improvements on 32nd Avenue/US 81B

ANCILLARY INVESTMENTS TO SUPPORT 47TH AVENUE INTERCHANGE
As noted, the Implementation Plan for the I-29 Corridor Study is not cost constrained. Further, it is a demonstration of
needed improvements more narrowly focused on the I-29 Corridor and adjacent systems. To that end, development of a
future interchange at 47th Avenue will require substantial additional investment in local roadways. In current year dollars,
total needs to provide local roadway system to support 47th Avenue is estimated at nearly $17.0 million. This system of
roadways is shown as part of Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-4, and includes extension and/or completion of 34th Street, 38th Street,
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Grade Separation) are shown with a potential for Regional funding. Urban funds are shown on both Regional and or
Interstate projects. This is done to indicate that broad partnerships may be needed to fully program these investments on
a more accelerated time frame.

PROGRAMMING SPLITS
Table 8-5 demonstrates a tentative set of programming and cost splits for the most significant project improvements
identified through the I-29 Corridor Study. These cost splits are based upon current local, state and federal funding
guidance. More specific guidance regarding local, state and federal funding splits is available in the NDDOT Local
Government Manual. These splits generally follow that guidance, however Table 8-5 represents a best-case scenario. It is
likely many of these improvements will require more local resources to construct improvements in the phases identified by
the I-29 Corridor Study.
Table 8-5: Funding Matrix
Total
Cost
(2017 $)

Total
Cost
(YOE $)

Federal

State

City

County

$5.700

$12.489

$9.99

$1.25

$0.000

$1.25

Northeast Loop Modification

$6.600

$14.461

$11.57

$1.45

$1.45

$0.000

Gateway Drive Grade Separation

$28.300

$62.009

$49.61

$6.20

$6.20

$0.000

42nd Street Grade Separation*

$40.000

$61.578

$21.55

$0.000

$40.026

$0.000

Capacity Enhancements (No Bridge Widening)

$7.400

$9.003

$7.20

$0.90

$0.90

$0.000

$12.000

$18.473

$14.78

$1.85

$1.85

$0.000

$28.500

$43.874

$39.49

$4.39

$0.000

$0.000

$16.480

$36.110

$32.50

$3.61

$0.000

$0.000

Project

Funding Split (YOE $)

North Washington/CR 11/US 81
Access Modification + Ramp Modification
Gateway Drive/US 2

DeMers Avenue/ND 297

32nd Avenue/US 81B
Reconstruct 38th Street to Columbia Road
47th Avenue
Construct New Interchange
Merrifield Road/CR 6
Modify Overpass to Full Interchange

* 25% Urban Roads + 10% Regional; Balance of cost Local
**YOE costs were estimated using the midpoint of the implementation phase for which they are anticipated to be constructed.
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URBAN REGIONAL & URBAN ROADS
PROJECT SCOPING WORKSHEET

DATE: 11/15/2015
PRIORITY# US Highway 2/Gateway Drive Mill and Overlay - 2021
City: Grand Forks

Street: US Highway 2/Gateway Dr

County: Grand Forks

Length: ~1 mile

Proposed Improvement: 3” Asphalt Mill & Overlay and Chipseal of US Highway 2/Gateway Dr
(N 55th St to N 69th St)
Cost Estimates Breakdown (in $1,000)
Alternate

PE

R/W

Utility

Constr.

Bridges

Misc.

567

Present Road: Surface Width? 4 lane divided

Total
567

Surface Type? Asphalt

On Street Parking Allowed? _______ Present: (No) One Side Both Sides Angle Parallel
Proposed: (No) One Side Both Sides Angle Parallel
Proposed Improvements
ADT Present: _____________ Yr: ___________
Travel Way Width : ________________
ADT Design: _________ Design year ________
No. of Lanes: 4
Design Speed: 40 MPH
Roadway Width: 41 x 2
Maximum Curve: _________________________
Min. R/W Width:__________________
Maximum Grade: _________________________

Right of Way
Will Additional ROW or easement be acquired? no ROW acquisition by: City (DOT)
Has any ROW easements been acquired since 7-1-72: No ROW Condemnation by: City ( DOT)
Est. No. of occupied family dwelling to be displaced? 0
Est. No. business to be displaced? 0
Impacts
Will there be any additional Impacts (Cultural and Environmental Resources): None
Anticipated

____________________________________________________________________________
Will there be any impacts to 4(f) or 6(f) properties: None anticipated
Airports: _None Anticipated Public Hearings: Maybe
Environmental Classification (Cat-Ex, EA, EIS): Cat-Ex of DCE
Transportation Enhancements: ___________________________________________________
Intermodal: __________________________________________________________________
Pedestrian Needs: _____________________________________________________________
Railroads Crossings
RR Name

No. Xings

No. Tracks
and Type of
Crossing

Daily Train
Movements

Train
Speed

Present
Protection

Proposed
Protection

NA
Purpose and Need Statement
The Purpose and Need Statement should address the following issues:
1.

When was the current street section built. Has there been any additional
maintenance to the street section.

2.

How many driving lanes and turning lanes does the street section currently have
and what is the widths of the driving and turning lanes.
Four 12’ wide driving lanes

3.

What is the condition of the pavement section.
A.

B.

If the pavement section is asphalt, is there any alligator cracking,
longitudinal cracking, transverse cracking, raveling, bituminous
patching or rutting.
If the pavement section is concrete, is there any broken slabs,
faulting, bituminous patching, joint spalling, transverse cracking,
or longitudinal cracking.

4.

How are the existing geometrics of the roadway?
Existing Geometrics appear to be satisfactory

5.

Are there any access points to adjoining properties that present a special concern?
There are no known special concerns

6.

Are there any existing sidewalks or shared use path in place?
No

US 2/Gateway Dr (N 55th St to N 69th St) Mill and Overlay
Legend
Intersections
Boundary City Limit
Boundary Gray Area
EGF Streets
Road Labels

9,600

Notes

1in= 800 ft
1,600.0

0

NAD_1983_StatePlane_North_Dakota_North_FIPS_3301_Feet
City of Grand Forks GIS

800.00

1,600.0 Feet

All dimensions, descriptions, measurements, boundaries and data contained in this nonstandard document are
included for general information only. No warranties or covenants are made or given by the City of Grand
Forks. Any user must confirm the accuracy of the same with official records, and/or by survey.
THIS MAP IS NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION

URBAN REGIONAL & URBAN ROADS
PROJECT SCOPING WORKSHEET

DATE: 11/27/2018
PRIORITY# Minor Arterial Bus US 2/N 5th St Chip Seal in 2022
Street: Bus US 2/N 5th St (SH 297/Demers Ave to US 2/Gateway Dr)

City: Grand Forks

County: Grand Forks Length: 1 mile
Proposed Improvement: Chip seal
Cost Estimates Breakdown (in $1,000)
Alternate

PE

R/W

Utility

Constr.

Bridges

Misc.

45

Present Road: Surface Width? 47’
On Street Parking Allowed? Yes

Total
45

Surface Type?Asphalt
Present: No One Side (Both Sides) Angle (Parallel)
Proposed: No One Side (Both Sides) Angle (Parallel)

Proposed Improvements
ADT Present:5,710
Yr: 2017
Travel Way Width : 47’
ADT Design: 7,370
Design year 2037
No. of Lanes: 2
Design Speed: 25mph/30mph
Roadway Width: 47’
Maximum Curve: _________________________
Min. R/W Width:__________________
Maximum Grade: _________________________

Right of Way
Will Additional ROW or easement be acquired? No ROW acquisition by: City DOT
Has any ROW easements been acquired since 7-1-72: No ROW Condemnation by: City DOT
Est. No. of occupied family dwelling to be displaced? _0
Est. No. business to be displaced? 0

Impacts
Will there be any additional Impacts (Cultural and Environmental Resources): No impacts are
anticipated
Will there be any impacts to 4(f) or 6(f) properties: No impacts are anticipated
Airports: No impacts are anticipated Public Hearings: Maybe
Environmental Classification (Cat-Ex, EA, EIS): CED or PCE
Transportation Enhancements: No enhancements are anticipated
Intermodal: No enhancements are anticipated
Pedestrian Needs: No enhancements are anticipated
Railroads Crossings
RR Name

No. Xings

No. Tracks
and Type of
Crossing

Daily Train
Movements

Train
Speed

Present
Protection

Proposed
Protection

NA

Purpose and Need Statement
The Purpose and Need Statement should address the following issues:
1.

When was the current street section built. Has there been any additional
maintenance to the street section.
This section is anticipated to be milled and overlaid with asphalt in 2020

2.

How many driving lanes and turning lanes does the street section currently have
and what is the widths of the driving and turning lanes.
Typically there are two driving lanes, with the occasional left turn lane located
near traffic signals

3.

What is the condition of the pavement section.
The pavement section is anticipated to be milled and overlaid with asphalt in
2020, it is anticipated that at the time of this project the pavement condition
should be in good to excellent condition

4.

How are the existing geometrics of the roadway?
Existing geometrics of the roadway appear to be satisfactory

5.

Are there any access points to adjoining properties that present a special concern?
There are no access points of concern

6.

Are there any existing sidewalks or shared use path in place?
There are sidewalks located on both sides of the road

Bus US 2/N 5th St (SH 297/Demers Ave to US 2/Gateway Dr) Chip Seal
Legend
Intersections
Boundary City Limit
Boundary Gray Area
EGF Streets
Road Labels

9,600

Notes

1in= 800 ft
1,600.0

0

NAD_1983_StatePlane_North_Dakota_North_FIPS_3301_Feet
City of Grand Forks GIS
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All dimensions, descriptions, measurements, boundaries and data contained in this nonstandard document are
included for general information only. No warranties or covenants are made or given by the City of Grand
Forks. Any user must confirm the accuracy of the same with official records, and/or by survey.
THIS MAP IS NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION

PROJECT SCOPING WORKSHEET
DATE: 11/28/2018
PRIORITY: Interstate system I-29 for construction in 2024
City: Grand Forks

Street: I-29 near 47th Ave S

County: Grand Forks

Length: ~1 mile

Proposed Improvement: Address congestion and level of service on Bus US 81/32nd Ave S
construction project.

Cost Estimates Breakdown (in $1,000)
Alternate

PE

R/W

Utility

Constr.

Bridges

Misc.

37,500
Present Road: Surface Width? 4 lane divided
On Street Parking Allowed?

Present: No

Total
37,500

Surface Type? Concrete
Proposed: No

Proposed Improvements
ADT Present: I-29 12,515 - 47th Ave S 2,830 -32nd Ave S 15,325
Yr: 2015
th
nd
ADT Design: I-29 23,735 - 47 Ave S 17,975 - 32 Ave S 25,890
Yr: 2040
Travel Way Width :
No. of Lanes: 4 & 2
Design Speed: 40 MPH (urban) & 70MPH Interstate
Roadway Width: 12 foot lanes
Maximum Curve:
Min. R/W Width:
Maximum Grade:
Right of Way
Will Additional ROW or easement be acquired? Yes ROW acquisition by: NDDOT
Has any ROW easements been acquired since 7-1-72: Unknown ROW Condemnation by:
Est. No. of occupied family dwelling to be displaced? None
Est. No. business to be displaced? None
Impacts
Will there be any additional Impacts (Cultural and Environmental Resources): No
Will there be any taking of any right-of-way from any public parkland (4F) or schools (6F): No
Airports: No
Public Hearings: Maybe
Environmental Classification (Cat-Ex, EA, EIS): Cat-Ex or EA
Transportation Enhancements: Decreased traffic volume and congestion at 32nd Ave S,
improved Level of Service for intersections on Bus US 81/32nd Ave S. This also anticipated to
significantly reduced the number of vehicle miles traveled and vehicle hours traveled compared
to a no build scenario.
Intermodal: Shared use path on overpass bridge

Railroads Crossings
RR Name

No.
Xings

No. Tracks
and Type of
Crossing

Daily Train
Movements

Train
Speed

Present
Protection

Proposed
Protection

None
Purpose and Need Statement For Regional Projects
I-29 was originally constructed around 1968, at the time of its construction four
interchanges were constructed in or around the city of Grand Forks. These interchanges
included: N Washington St, Gateway Dr/US 2, Demers Ave (ND SH 297), and 32nd Ave
S/Bus US 81. These interchanges have been in place for nearly 50 years, with no
additional interchanges being built within the city limits. There are also two overpasses
located at University Ave and at Merrifield Rd/County Rd 6. Over that time the City of
Grand Forks has grown from a population of approximately 39,000 to approximately
57,000. Though the city of Grand Forks has grown, the city’s growth has been dense with
a population density of 2,723people/sq mi. Grand Forks’ population density exceeds
other similar cities within North Dakota:, Fargo – 2,318people/sq mi, Bismarck 2,034people/sq mi, West Fargo - 1,924people/sq mi, Minot – 1,719people/sq mi,
Williston – 1,083people/sq mi1.
With the increased population of Grand Forks, comes increased transportation needs, and
associated traffic congestion on the existing infrastructure. In the summer of 2017 an I-29
Traffic Operations Report was completed looking at the I-29 corridor around the city.
This report noted numerous times that the projected traffic volumes at the most southern
existing interchange located at US Bus 81/32nd Ave S would have extreme levels of
congestion, traffic cuing onto the interstate, and nearby intersections operating at a level
of service F by 2025. This study looked at multiple aspects to prevent these issues from
occurring in the future. This included, looking at non interstate improvements to
encourage local traffic to use existing arterial roadways, improvements to the existing
interchanges, and construction of new interchanges. The Highway Safety Improvement
Project on 32nd Ave S/Bus US 81 programmed for 2019, includes installing a video
camera and traffic signal programming to flush off ramp traffic if there is substantial
backup on the ramp, to prevent traffic from backing up onto the interstate in the short
term.
The study first looked at non-interstate improvements to encourage local traffic to use the
existing arterial roadway system and reduce the traffic using the interstate. This included
widening existing north-south arterial roadways such as 42nd St and Columbia Rd,
improving some intersections including a continuous flow intersection, as well as adding
dual left turn lanes, and realigning roadways to have better accessibility. The results of
this scenario showed that these projects did not reduce demand onto I-29, and in some
cases actually increased the volume of traffic onto I-29.

1.

http://www.towncharts.com/North-Dakota/Top-25-Cities-in-North-Dakota-ranked-by-PopulationDensity.html

MICRO LEVEL ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
32ND AVENUE/US 81B
32nd Avenue/US 81B serves a large majority of commercial activity in Grand Forks. Daily traffic volumes from 2015 along
this corridor range from approximately 11,300 vehicles per day west of I-29 to 16,300 vehicles per day east of I-29. The areas
surrounding I-29 at 32nd Avenue/US 81B and heading south to 47th Avenue are forecasted to be the largest population and
employment growth centers in the city. Specifically, 58 percent of new employment opportunities are expected to occur
within one-mile of either the 32nd Avenue/US 81B interchange or the 47th Avenue corridor. By 2040, this amount of growth
is expected to result in traffic volumes around 43,000 vehicles per day east of I-29 and 23,000 vehicles per day west of I29. This results in oversaturated interchange operations, producing long delays and queues by 2040.
Analysis completed for the Macro Level Alternatives Analysis found that the construction of a 47th Avenue interchange
would have significant tangible benefits to the 32nd Avenue/US 81B interchange, potentially mitigating the need for costly
widening at I-29 east to Columbia Road. The 32nd Avenue/US 81B intersection would experience more than 40 percent
traffic reduction under this scenario, where other interchanges experienced far less. This necessitated a need to evaluate
different interchange scenarios with and without the 47th Avenue interchange. Alternatives were analyzed under the Existing
Interstate Access Scenario (no 47th Avenue interchange), which assumes a six-lane section on 32nd Avenue/US 81B, and the
47th Avenue Interchange Scenario, which assumes a four-lane section on 32nd Avenue/US 81B.
The Merrifield Road/CR 6 Interchange Infrastructure will also be considered later in this chapter but had minimal impacts
to the overall operations of 32nd Avenue/US 81B. The combination of the 47th Avenue Interchange and the Merrifield
Road/CR 6 Interchange provided similar benefits to 32nd Avenue/US 81B as the 47th Avenue interchange in isolation.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Analysis for this interchange location used the Value Planning approach detailed previously in this report.

INTERCHANGE ALTERNATIVES
EXISTING INTERSTATE ACCESS SCENARIO
As described above, this scenario does not include any additional interchange infrastructure. This means the future
development expected in the southwest metro will be funneled to the 32nd Avenue/US 81B corridor for access onto and
across the interstate.

Widen Only Alternative
The Widen Only Alternative (WO) would add one through lane in each direction on 32nd Avenue/US 81B from the 42nd
Street west frontage road to east of 38th Street, as well as traffic control at the 42nd Street west frontage road and turn lanes
at all four study intersections which would require bridge widening. The WO alternative is treated as the baseline for
comparisons against other alternative designs; the true do nothing alternative model broke down and could not accurately
replicate queues and delay.
Even with the additional capacity, this alternative was unable to be properly calibrated during the 2040 P.M. peak, with 15.2
percent latent demand. This means more than 1,500 vehicles did not enter the model so their delay has not been
incorporated into the overall network delay and is not acceptable for analysis.
Based on the traffic the model could process, long queues, in excess of 1,000 feet are expected at all four study intersections.
Levels of service are deficient at all study intersections, excluding the East Ramp intersection. It is important to note that
the queues extending onto I-29 are likely not being incorporated into the East Ramp delay.
The estimated cost for this alternative was $7.7 million which only included widening the bridge and the difference between
reconstructing 32nd Avenue/US 81B as a four-lane section and reconstructing and widening as a six-lane section. This
planning level cost should be further refined but was used as a baseline cost. Value planning scores for this alternative can
be seen in Table 7-17.
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Table 7-17: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Widen Only Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 57.1, LOS “E”
P.M. Peak Average: 92.2, LOS “F”
Average A.M. Peak: 12.8, LOS “B”
Average P.M. Peak: 94.4 LOS “F”
No additional environmental impacts expected.
Baseline crash potential distribution for alternative comparison:
» 6.5% Crossing Crash Potential
» 62.5% Rear End Crash Potential
» 31.0% Sideswipe Crash Potential
 $7.7 Million**

Score








0*
0*
8
9
10
27

*Score of zero assigned because model could not be calibrated. Not all delay considered.
**Includes planning level costs on a per mile basis.

Consolidated East Ramp
The Consolidated East Ramp (CER) Alternative would add a through lane in each direction as well as realign 42nd Street
east of I-29 with the East Ramp. This helps split southbound traffic at 38th Street, a major bottleneck along the corridor.
This alternative also incorporates double left turn lanes at 38th Street, a northbound right turn lane, westbound left and a
traffic control signal at the 42nd Street west frontage road. It requires bridge widening. This alternative also incorporates two
loops in the southeast and southwest quadrants, which helps eliminate crossing conflicts and improves operational
efficiency by allowing a two-phase signal controller.
This alternative had 4.7 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is acceptable for calibration according to
FHWA standards. During the 2040 P.M. peak, operations at 42nd Street frontage road and 38th Street are deficient at LOS
“E”, while the two ramp intersections operate at LOS “D”; delays at the ramp intersections produce long queues onto the
interstate. There are no operational concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak hour.
This alternative reduces crossing crash potential by 24.1 percent and rear-end potential by 49.0 percent when compared
against the WO alternative. Sideswipe crash potential is increased by 188.6 percent when compared against the Widen Only
alternative.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-18 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-26.
Table 7-18: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Consolidated East Ramp Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
» A.M. Peak Average: 18.1, LOS “A”
» P.M. Peak Average: 62.0, LOS “E ”
» Average A.M. Peak: 11.92, LOS “B”
» Average P.M. Peak: 55.1 LOS “F”
» No significant new environmental impacts. 3.5 acres of ROW required.
26.2% increase in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 24.1% Reduction in Crossing Crash Potential
» 49.0% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 188.6% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $30.9 Million

Score
5
4
6
0
0
15
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Northwest Loop Ramp
The Northwest Loop Ramp (NWL) Alternative incorporates a northwest loop on-ramp for westbound to southbound
movements, turn lanes at adjacent intersections and traffic control at the 42nd Street west frontage road. This alternative
requires widening the 32nd Avenue/US 82B bridge to accommodate additional through lanes. Due to the posted speeds
and the ROW constraints, only a small radius could be constructed. This requires parallel merge lanes to ensure safe and
efficient merging.
This alternative had 10.0 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is not acceptable for calibration
according to FHWA standards. Nearly 1,000 vehicles were unable to enter the network during the 2040 P.M. peak. However,
based on the vehicles processed, the 42nd Street west frontage roads and 38th Street intersections were deficient at LOS “F”
with the ramp intersections operating at LOS “E”. Queues at the ramp intersection extend onto the interstate, completely
blocking all through lanes.
During the 2040 A.M. peak, only the 38th Street intersection is deficient at LOS “E”. There are no queueing concerns.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-19 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-27.
Table 7-19: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Northwest Loop Ramp Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental
Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 39.1, LOS “D”
P.M. Peak Average: 99.4, LOS “F”
Average A.M. Peak: 13.3, LOS “B”
Average P.M. Peak: 54.4, LOS “F”
No significant environmental impacts. Two acres of ROW required and some
access revisions.
14.8% increase in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 128.2% Increase in Crossing Crash Potential
» 16.4% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 53.6% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $27.8 Million

»
»
»
»
»

Score
0*
0*
6

4
1
11

*Score of zero assigned because model not calibrated. Not all delay considered.

Southwest Loop Ramp
The Southwest Loop Ramp (SWL) Alternative incorporates a southwest loop off-ramp for southbound to eastbound
movements, turn lanes at adjacent intersections and traffic control at 44th Street. This alternative requires widening the 32nd
Avenue/US 81B bridge to accommodate additional through lanes and access revisions to the 42nd Street west frontage road
which allowed for a RIRO access on the northside of 32nd Avenue/US 81B but closed the access on the southside.
This alternative had 3.1 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is acceptable for calibration according to
FHWA standards. During the 2040 P.M. peak, operations at the East Ramp are deficient at LOS “E” with queues that extend
onto the interstate. The 38th Street and 44th Street intersections are deficient at LOS “F” and LOS “E” respectively. The 44th
Street intersection would be improved with a double left-turn lane. However, that would require two receiving lanes which
would have building impacts. At this time, a single left-turn lane was analyzed.
During the 2040 A.M. peak, all intersections operate at LOS “C” or better except the 38th Street intersection which operates
at LOS “E”. There are no queueing concerns at the ramp intersections.
The SWL Alternative reduces crossing crash potential by 42.1 percent and rear-end crash potential by 40.2 percent.
Sideswipe crash potential is increased 88.3 percent.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-20 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-28.
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Table 7-20: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Southwest Loop Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
» A.M. Peak Average: 27.9, LOS “C”
» P.M. Peak Average: 57.6, LOS “E”
» Average A.M. Peak: 13.2, LOS “B”
» Average P.M. Peak: 23.9, LOS “D”
» No significant environmental impacts. Two acres of ROW required and some
access revisions.
0.5% decrease in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 42.1% Reduction in Crossing Crash Potential
» 40.2% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 88.3% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $23.5 Million

Score
5
7
6

10
5
33

Diverging Diamond Interchange
The Diverging Diamond Interchange (DDI) Alternative requires the two directions of traffic on 32nd Avenue/US 81B to cross
to the opposite side of the road under the I-29 bridge. This allows left-turning and right-turning traffic to perform a free flow
movement onto the interstate on-ramp. The free-flowing movements reduce the signal phases to two at each intersection,
significantly reducing delays. The right-turn slip ramp on the southbound I-29 on-ramp requires access management at the
42nd Street west frontage road. This alternative requires widening the 32nd Avenue/US 81B bridge to accommodate additional
through lanes. A backage road was configured with a signal incorporated at 44th Street.
This alternative had 6.0 percent latent demand during the 2040 P.M. peak, which is not acceptable for calibration according
to FHWA standards. More than 600 vehicles were unable to enter the network during the 2040 P.M. peak. However, based
on the vehicles processed, the West Ramp intersection and 38th Street intersection were deficient with LOS “E” during the
2040 P.M. peak. Queues at the West Ramp and East Ramp extend back onto the interstate. During the 2040 A.M. peak all
intersections operate at LOS “D” or better with no queuing concerns. The DDI alternative increases crossing crash potential
by 23.7 percent and sideswipe crash potential by 18.0 percent but decreases rear end crash potential by 9.4 percent.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-21: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Diverging Diamond Interchange
Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)with planning level design layout in Figure 7-29.
Table 7-21: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Diverging Diamond Interchange Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 23.2, LOS “C”
P.M. Peak Average: 50.8, LOS “D”
Average A.M. Peak: 13.3, LOS “B”
Average P.M. Peak: 77.0, LOS “F”
No significant environmental impacts. Two acres of ROW required and some
access revisions.
1.3% increase in crash potential when compared against Widen Only Alternative
» 23.7% Increase in Crossing Crash Potential
» 9.4% Reduction in Rear End Crash Potential
» 18.0% Increase in Sideswipe Crash Potential
» $22.1 Million

»
»
»
»
»

Score
0*
0*
6

9
6
21

*Score of zero assigned because model not calibrated. Not all delay considered.
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Diverging Diamond Partial Cloverleaf
Additional analysis was completed for the 2040 P.M. peak hour using a diverging diamond partial cloverleaf design, shown
in Figure 7-23. This uses a diverging diamond interchange concept with bypass lanes to a northwest loop ramp and
southeast loop ramp. It would require access control at the 42nd Street west frontage road, double left-turn lanes on all
approaches at 38th Street and would require significant bridge widening. This design has similar free flow movements and
signal phase efficiency as the DDI alternative.
This alternative was only analyzed under the 2040 P.M. peak hour to determine if further analysis should be completed.
With 4.7 percent latent demand it was technically calibrated. However, the 44th Street and 38th Street intersections were still
deficient and queueing onto I-29 still occurred. Since this alternative did not have acceptable operations, no further analysis
was completed.
Figure 7-23: Diverging Diamond Partial Cloverleaf Alternative (Existing Interstate Access Scenario)

Concept Only

Summary of Alternatives Under Existing Interstate Access Scenario
The growth areas planned for the southwest metro result in more than 160 percent growth on 32nd Avenue/US 81B as this
corridor is the only access across and onto I-29. This growth results in extreme congestion, to an extent where three of the
five alternatives (WO, NWL, DDI) analyzed cannot process at least 95 percent or more of projected 2040 P.M. peak hour
traffic, resulting in the inability to properly calibrate the alternatives. The remaining two alternatives that meet calibration
standards do not meet local or mainline operations standards, with deficient intersection operations and queues onto the
interstate. None of the alternatives studied under the Existing Interstate Access Scenario, without a 47th Avenue
interchange, meet the established PNS because they cannot improve operations to an acceptable level.
The SWL Alternative scored highest based on the value planning criteria. It was able to accept 97 percent of the forecasted
volumes for 2040 P.M. peak but provides deficient local operations. It improves crash potential but does require access
management at the 42nd Street west frontage road. The summary of value planning scores is shown in Table 7-22.
Table 7-22: Summary of 32nd Avenue/US 81B Interchange Alternatives Under Existing Interstate Access Scenario

Alternative
WO
CER
NWL
SWL
DDI

Local
Operations
0
5
0
5
0

Mainline
Operations
0
4
0
7
0

Environmental
Impacts
8
6
6
6
6

Safety

Cost

9
0
4
10
9

10
0
2
5
6

Technical
Total
27
15
12
33
21

Technical
Rank
2
4
5
1
3
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47TH AVENUE INTERCHANGE SCENARIO
The 47th Avenue interchange would likely have significant impacts on 32nd Avenue/US 81B, expected to reduce traffic on 32nd
Avenue/US 81B by more than 40 percent. The Spot Improvement Alternative was analyzed specifically for the 47th Avenue
Interchange Scenario. This alternative includes







At 38th Street, extend the eastbound right-turn lane (435 feet, full width) and install double left-turn lanes on the
eastbound, westbound and southbound approaches.
At the East Ramp, a double right-turn lane on the northbound off-ramp.
Traffic control signal and access modification at the 42nd Street west frontage road intersection.
Queue flushing on the off-ramps
Pedestrian crossing enhancements at the ramp intersections that includes pedestrian actuation and prohibits
right-turns.
Reconstruct or major rehabilitation of pavement from the East Ramp to Columbia Road.

Under this alternative, all study intersection are LOS “D” or better; the ramp intersections operate at LOS “C” or better
during both peak hours through 2040. This alternative would minimize queueing onto the interstate and improve traffic
flow, which should mitigate some of the most prevalent crash trends. The signal at the 42nd Street west frontage road and
improvements to the existing signal timing should improve pedestrian crossing safety. This analysis suggests constructing
a 47th Avenue interchange would mitigate almost all improvements necessary on 32nd Avenue/US 81B.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-23 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-30.
Table 7-23: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Spot Improvement Interchange Alternative Under 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions)
A.M. Peak Average: 16.7, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 31.9, LOS “C”
Average A.M. Peak: 9.6, LOS “A”
Average P.M. Peak: 18.6, LOS “C”
No additional environmental impacts expected.
No change in crash potential expected.
» 15.0% Crossing Crash Potential
» 33.2% Rear End Crash Potential
» 51.8% Sideswipe Crash Potential
 $700,000 plus the cost of interchange at 47th Avenue (discussed in next
chapter)

Score








7
8
8
6

10
39

Other Alternatives
Other interchange alternatives were studied under the 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario, which reduces traffic on 32nd
Avenue/US 81B by more than 40 percent. These alternatives do provide some benefits to local and mainline operations
and safety. Brief descriptions are provided below with a summary table and layouts at the end of this chapter.
Consolidated East Ramp
The Consolidated East Ramp Alternative (CER) was identified in the 2040 LRTP but could not be cost constrained. It would
realign 42nd Street east of I-29 with the East Ramp. This helps split southbound traffic at 38th Street, which is a major
bottleneck along the corridor. A signal was included for 42nd Street west frontage road. During the 2040 P.M. peak the 38th
Street intersection operates deficiently at LOS “E” with long queues on the minor approaches. No queueing or delay
concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $15.7 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-31.
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Northwest Loop Ramp
The Northwest Loop Ramp Alternative (NWL) adds a loop ramp for the westbound to southbound movements onto I-29
in the northwest quadrant. Due to the posted speeds and the ROW constraints, only a small radius could be constructed.
This requires parallel merge lanes to ensure safe and efficient merging, which would likely be incompatible with a 47th
Avenue interchange. The addition of the northwest loop helps eliminate crossing conflicts by converting a left-turn to a free
right. The right-turn slip ramp on the southbound I-29 on-ramp requires access management at the 42nd Street west
frontage road. A backage road was configured with a signal incorporated at 44th Street. During the 2040 P.M. peak all
intersections operate efficiently, including 38th Street. However, there are long queues anticipated on the minor approaches
at 38th Street. No queuing or delay concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $14.2 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-32.
Southwest Loop Ramp
The Southwest Loop Ramp Alternative (SWL) adds a loop ramp for the southbound to eastbound movements off of I-29
in the southwest quadrant. This configuration supports more than 400 vehicles during the 2040 P.M. peak hour,
eliminating one signal phase and permitting right-turn-on-reds to improve through-put. No queueing is expected on the
interstate ramps, but large queues build up at 38th Street and the 42nd Street west frontage road. A signal was included for
42nd Street west frontage road. There are some queueing concerns on the minor approaches at 38th Street. All other
intersections operate effectively at LOS “D” or better. No queueing or delay concerns during the 2040 A.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $11.0 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-33.
Diverging Diamond Interchange
The Diverging Diamond Interchange Alternative (DDI) requires the two directions of traffic on 32nd Avenue/US 81B to cross
to the opposite side of the road over I-29. This allows left-turning and right-turning traffic to perform a free flow movement
onto the interstate on-ramp. The free-flowing movements reduce the signal phases to two at each intersection, significantly
reducing delays. The right-turn slip ramp on the southbound I-29 on-ramp requires access management at the 42nd Street
west frontage road. A backage road was configured with a signal incorporated at 44th Street. All intersections operate
efficiently during the 2040 A.M. and P.M. peak. There are some queuing issues on the minor approaches at 38th Street
during the 2040 P.M. peak.
This alternative comes at a cost of $8.5 million, plus the cost of the interchange at 47th Avenue, estimated between $23.2
and $28.5 million, discussed in the next section.
Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-24 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-34.
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Table 7-24: 32nd Avenue/US 81B Alternatives Under 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario

»
Local
Operations

»

»
Mainline
Operations*

»
»

Environmental
Impacts
Safety

Cost
Total
Rank

SI
Results
A.M. Peak: 16.7,
LOS “B”
P.M. Peak
Average: 31.9, LOS
“C”
A.M. Peak: 9.6,
LOS “A”
P.M. Peak: 18.6,
LOS “C”
No additional
environmental
impacts expected.

Baseline Crash
Potential
Distribution for
Comparison
» 15.0% Crossing
» 33.2% Rear End
» 51.8% Sideswipe

Score

7

8

8

6

10

» $700,000
39
1

CER
Results
» A.M. Peak: 18.2,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak Average:
37.0, LOS “D”
» A.M. Peak: 14.5,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak: 19.2,
LOS “C”
» 3.5 Acres of ROW
required. No
access changes.

43.2% Increase in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 140.9% Increase in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 40.5% Decrease in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 82.2% Increase in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $15.7 Million
21
5

Score

7

8

6

0

0

NWL
Results
» A.M. Peak: 16.1,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak
Average: 24.1, LOS
“C”
» A.M. Peak: 13.3,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak: 18.4,
LOS “C”
» 2 Acres of ROW
required. Access
management at
42nd Street west
frontage road.
4.1% Decrease in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 0.9% Decrease in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 10.5% Decrease in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 0.3% Decrease in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $14.2 Million
31
4

Score
»
7

»

»
8

»
»

6

9

1

SWL
Results
A.M. Peak: 16.1,
LOS “B”
P.M. Peak
Average: 33.4, LOS
“C”
A.M. Peak: 13.5,
LOS “B”
P.M. Peak: 18.0,
LOS “C”
2 Acres of ROW
required. No
access changes.

5.0% Decrease in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 42.2% Increase in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 32.0% Decrease in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 4.9% Increase in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $11.0 Million
34
2

Score

7

8

6

10

3

DDI
Results
» A.M. Peak: 13.9,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak Average:
23.5, LOS “C”
» A.M. Peak: 13.0,
LOS “B”
» P.M. Peak: 18.1,
LOS “C”
» 2 Acres of ROW
required. Access
management at
42nd Street west
frontage road.
20.0% Increase in
Crash Potential
Compared to SI
» 130.9% Increase in
Crossing Crash
Potential
» 7.6% Increase in
Rear End Crash
Potential
» 9.5% Increase in
Sideswipe Crash
Potential
» $8.5 Million
32
3

Score

8

8

6

5

5

*Mainline operations does not incorporate friction between 32nd Avenue and 47th Avenue. This is discussed in greater detail in the next section.
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47TH AVENUE
During the Macro Level Analysis completed for this study, the 47th Avenue interchange was studied to address future longterm development in southern Grand Forks. This analysis found an interchange at this location would reduce vehicle hours
traveled by 4.4 million hours from 2025 to 2040 and vehicle miles traveled by 53.3 million miles from 2025 to 2040. This
interchange is also estimated to reduce traffic on 32nd Avenue/US 81B by 40.3 percent, which is likely significant enough to
prevent widening on 32nd Avenue/US 81B. However, the analysis also estimated a 21 percent increase in traffic on I-29. This
increase in traffic on mainline I-29 may present merging, weaving and diverging challenges. Unlike analysis completed for
other interchanges in this report, impacts between 32nd Avenue/US 81B and the 47th Avenue interchange alternatives were
analyzed using the existing 32nd Avenue/US 81B on- and off-ramp configurations. Four alternatives were feasible based on
the criteria established in this report.







Traditional Diamond Interchange: A standard diamond interchange on the 47th Avenue alignment was considered
the base alternative.
Diamond with South Loops Interchange: A standard diamond interchange with a southeast loop ramp and
southwest loop ramp on the 47th Avenue alignment. This alternative split the diverging movements to minimize
the congestion between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B on-ramp and the 47th Avenue off-ramp. This provided improved
operations at the ramp intersections by reducing the number of signal phases.
Shifted Diamond with South Loops Interchange: A standard diamond interchange with a southeast loop on-ramp
and southwest loop off-ramp shifted 0.25 miles south. This alternative also splits the diverging movements to
minimize congestion but increases the spacing to allow more time for drivers to make the lane changes necessary.
Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts Interchange: This alternative is shifted 0.25 miles south and includes
a southwest loop ramp for the on- and off-ramps and southeast loop on-ramp. This alternative avoids impacting
the campground south of 47th Avenue and increases spacing between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B on-ramp and the
47th Avenue off-ramp.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
These four alternatives were analyzed and presented below using the Value Planning approach detailed at the beginning of
this report. The 47th Avenue interchange analysis is slightly different than the baseline methodology because it is a new
interchange, with no existing conditions to compare.

MAINLINE OPERATIONS
Because of concerns regarding the I-29 mainline due to spacing and higher volumes, an alternative mainline analysis
approach was used. Mainline operations for the 47th Avenue interchange analysis refers to the operations of I-29 between
the merge and diverge points of 32nd Avenue/US 81B and 47th Avenue, including the 500-foot sections upstream and
downstream of the 32nd Avenue/US 81B and 47th Avenue intersections. This change was made for two reasons: first, none
of the alternatives analyzed on 47th Avenue found unique or deficient lane densities on the 500-foot section upstream of
off-ramp and downstream of on-ramps; second, the nearly 14,000 ADT increase on I-29 associated with the 47th Avenue
interchange could have capacity impacts outside of the interchange influence areas. Similar to the baseline methodology
for mainline operations, the northbound and southbound densities were averaged to provide one score.

COST
Typically, the interchange alternatives would be scored using a distribution between highest cost alternative and lowest cost
alternative. The Southwest Loop Alternative (SWL) for the 32nd Avenue/US 81B alternative under the Existing Interstate
Access Scenario was the prioritized alternative based on technical criteria. The SWL was included in the range of costs to
provide valuable context related to the true impacts of a 47th Avenue interchange; it has a cost of $23.5 million. The range
of costs was scored using the Cost scoring criteria table established in the methodology section above.

INTERCHANGE ALTERNATIVES
Analysis presented below was completed using ADT forecasts from the 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario.
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TRADITIONAL DIAMOND ALTERNATIVE
The Traditional Diamond Alternative (TD) is a standard diamond interchange with signals at the East Ramp, West Ramp
and 38th Street intersections. It operates at LOS “D” or better for both 2040 A.M. and P.M. peak hours. There are no
queueing concerns that would impact I-29. This alternative provides spacing challenges between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B
southbound on-ramp and the 47th Avenue off-ramp, which results in some lane densities that fall to LOS “D” during the
2040 P.M. peak. This alternative will require relocation to the campground in the southwest quadrant but the least amount
of right-of-way at 61 acres. Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-25 with planning level design
layout in Figure 7-36.
Table 7-25: 47th Avenue Traditional Diamond Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts








Safety
Cost
Total



Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 14.9, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 32.6, LOS “C”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.4, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 29.3, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 63 acres of ROW needed.
Baseline crash potential distribution for alternative comparison:
» Crossing: 9.4% of total estimated crash potential
» Rear End: 81.2% of total estimated crash potential
» Lane Change: 9.4% of total estimated crash potential
$24.6 Million

Score
7
7
6

0
5
25

DIAMOND WITH SOUTH LOOPS ALTERNATIVE
The Diamond with South Loops Alternative (DL) is a diamond interchange with a southeast loop ramp for eastbound to
northbound on-ramp movements and a southwest loop ramp for southbound to eastbound off-ramp movements. By
removing left-turns, some crossing conflicts are eliminated, as well as enabling the traffic control signal to operate with
reduced phases, improving efficiency. This alternative operates effectively during both 2040 A.M. and P.M. peak hours and
does not have queueing concerns. This alternative has the lowest estimated crash potential, as well as providing acceptable
levels of service for local operations, but does require business impacts and 87 acres of ROW needed, the most of all four
build alternatives. As for mainline operations, this alternative does result in some lane densities between 32nd Avenue/US
81B and 47th Avenue falling to LOS “D” during the 2040 P.M. peak. Value planning scores for this alternative can be seen
in Table 7-26 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-37.
Table 7-26: 47th Avenue Diamond with South Loops Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts








Safety
Cost
Total



Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 12.0, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 15.3, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.8, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 29.3, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 63 acres of ROW needed.
59.4% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 29.1% reduction in crossing crash potential
» 68.1% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 15.0% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
$27.2 Million

Score
9
6
6

10
1
32
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DIAMOND WITH SOUTH LOOPS AND MIXING LANES ALTERNATIVE
The Diamond with South Loops and Mixing Lanes Alternative (DLM) is the same interchange configuration as above but
includes mixing lanes (also referred to as auxiliary lanes, speed-change lane or acceleration lane) between 32nd Avenue/US
81B and 47th Avenue to improve lane density during the peak hours. This requires about 1,000 feet of extra lane length for
each direction of traffic on I-29. These mixing lanes would keep lane densities at LOS “A” during the 2040 A.M. peak and
LOS “C” during the 2040 P.M. peak. Local operations, environmental impacts and safety remain unchanged. Value
planning scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-27. Planning level designs at the interchange are similar to Figure
7-37.
Table 7-27: 47th Avenue Diamond with South Loops and Mixing Lanes Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts

Safety
Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 12.0, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 15.3, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 10.9, LOS “A”
P.M. Peak Average: 18.8, LOS “C”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 63 acres of ROW needed.
 59.4% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 29.1% reduction in crossing crash potential
» 68.1% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 15.0% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
 $28.5 Million






Score
9
8
6

10
0
33

SHIFTED DIAMOND WITH SOUTH LOOPS ALTERNATIVE
The Shifted Diamond with South Loops Alternative (SDL) is the same geometric design as the South Loops Interchange
Alternative, just shifted 0.25 miles south. This improves spacing between the 32nd Avenue/US 81B interchange. This
alternative operates effectively both on local and mainline operations. However, during the 2040 P.M. peak, some lane
densities fall to LOS “D”. This alternative improves estimated crash potential, when compared against the Diamond
Interchange. It also impacts the campground and will require a buyout and 78 acres of ROW needed. Value planning scores
for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-28 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-38.
Table 7-28: 47th Avenue Shifted Diamond with South Loops Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts

Safety
Cost
Total

Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 11.7, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 14.5, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.2, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 26.8, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. Business impacts
and relocation necessary. 78 acres of ROW needed.
 57.5% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 34.8% reduction in crossing crash potential
» 66.7% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 1.4% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
 $27.6 Million






Score
9
7
5

»9
1
31

SHIFTED DIAMOND WITH NO BUSINESS IMPACTS
The Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts Alternative (SNI) shifts the interchange alignment o.25 miles south and
folds the southbound off-ramp to eliminate the business impacts. This alternative operates effectively during both 2040
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A.M. and P.M. peak hours with no queueing concerns that would impact I-29. It improves crash potential when compared
against the Diamond Interchange alternative with effective local and mainline operations. Eliminating the business impacts
and low ROW needed helps this alternative score high in the Environmental Impacts category and Cost. Value planning
scores for this alternative can be seen in Table 7-29 with planning level design layout in Figure 7-39.
Table 7-29: 47th Avenue Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts Alternative

Local Operations
Mainline Operations
Environmental Impacts








Safety
Cost
Total



Results (2040 Conditions – 47th Avenue Interchange Scenario)
A.M. Peak Average: 11.4, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 16.9, LOS “B”
A.M. Peak Average: 14.3, LOS “B”
P.M. Peak Average: 26.7, LOS “D”
Limited ecological impacts with mitigation possible. No business
impacts. 59 acres of ROW needed.
56.9% Reduction in Crash Potential when Compared Against Diamond
» 12.7% increase in crossing crash potential
» 70.2% reduction in rear end crash potential
» 11.4% reduction in sideswipe crash potential
$23.2 Million

Score
9
7
6

9
10
41

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES
The Shifted Folded Southbound Off-Ramp Interchange Alternative scored highest on the Value Planning analysis with
strong scores in local and mainline operations, safety and low cost. It does not require impacts which improves its
environmental impact score relative to other alternatives for 47th Avenue.
The value planning scores summary for 47th Avenue interchange alternatives is shown in Table 7-30.
Table 7-30: Summary of 47th Avenue Interchange Alternatives

Alternative
TD
DL
DLM
SDL
SNI

Local
Operations
7
9
9
9
9

Mainline
Operations
7
6
8
7
7

Environmental
Impacts
6
6
6
5
6

Safety

Cost

0
10
10
9
9

5
1
0
1
10

Technical
Total
25
32
33
31
41

Technical
Rank
5
3
2
4
1

STEERING COMMITTEE RANKING
As part of the Value Planning workshop, the Steering Committee was asked to rank the alternatives; the Diamond with
South Loops and Mixing Lanes and the Shifted Diamond with No Business Impacts were tied with 33.3 percent of the
Steering Committee ranking each as their first choice.
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those improvements included in the I-29 Corridor Study, none are currently cost constrained in the GF-EGF MPO Long
Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).

NEEDS COMPARISON
Comparing needs for different improvements can be a very complicated process. For example, how do you compare a
railroad grade separation improvement to a new interchange to a new loop? A railroad grade separation generates major
delays but only occurs a few times per day, mostly during off-peak periods. A new interchange may provide massive relief
for several hours of the day but may not be needed for several years.
The current Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) process utilizes a project scoring and ranking process. A more
technically based project specific evaluation process was needed to support the I-29 Corridor Study Implementation Plan.
To assess needs, a five point needs index was developed to show relative need. This starts with the technical information
compiled in this study and other studies as necessary to compare quantified benefits. Quantified benefits incorporate
vehicle hours of delay, vehicle miles travelled and crash reduction factors. For example, the 2040 yearly quantified benefits
for an interchange at 47th Avenue is $3.2 million and for a railroad grade separation at 42nd Street and DeMers Avenue is
$0.6 million. Where quantified benefits were not readily available, level of service and railroad crossing exposure were
compared.
This information was used to provide an educated estimate of need for every improvement over $1 million for existing,
2025 and 2040 time periods. This information will be refined by the Steering Committee. The results are illustrated in Table
8-2.
Table 8-2: Needs by Year
Location
North Washington
Street/CR 11/US 81

Improvement

Need
Existing

2025

2040

Interchange and Access
Improvements

0

0.5

1

Interchange Improvements

1

2

5

The Gateway Drive interchange operates at
LOS "F" by 2040.

Railroad Grade Separation

2

2.5

3

Queuing onto the interstate when train
events and peak hours coincide. The railroad
grade separation has a crossing exposure of
245,000 by 2040.*

Interchange Improvements

2

4

5

The DeMers Avenue interchange operates at
LOS "E" by 2025 and LOS "F" by 2040.

3

3.5

4

The grade separation has a yearly quantified
benefit of $0.6 million dollars by 2040 and
crossing exposure of 749,700 by 2040.*

2

5

5

32nd Avenue Operates at LOS "F" by 2025,
has a yearly quantified benefit of $3.2 M by
2040.

2.5

3

3.5

The Merrifield Interchange has a yearly
quantified benefit of 2.4 million dollars by
2040.

Gateway Drive/US 2

DeMers Avenue/ND
297
42nd Street Railroad Grade
Separation

32nd Avenue/US 81B

Notes
The Washington Street improvements are
preventive in nature and not based on
quantified deficiencies.

New Interchange at 47th
Avenue

Merrifield Road/CR 6 New Interchange
0 = No need, 5 = Greatest Need
* Based on previous study, may require updating
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LONG RANGE: 2031-2040+
This stage represents year 11 and beyond the current TIP and extends to the life of the current 2040 Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP). Figure 8-6 demonstrates the long-range phase of project development efforts required to
implement the I-29 Corridor Study.
Costs shown demonstrate a year of expenditure estimate to the mid-range of the phase for which construction is anticipated
per the I-29 Corridor Study. Projects in the mid-range are adjusted to YOE of 2036. Table 8-3 demonstrates a more
descriptive dialogue of the implementation efforts needed at each phase of implementation for the most significant
projects. Table 8-3 should be treated as a tentative set of actions needed to address needs identified by the I-29 Corridor
Study. As additional planning and programming efforts unfold beyond the completion of the I-29 Corridor Study, these
assumptions may change.

STAGES OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT & DELIVERY
The I-29 Implementation Plan assists with stratifying the stage of planning and project development required to deliver each
of the above mentioned projects. This is specifically important for more of the complex projects and for those projects which
will require additional scoping to move out of the planning phase and deeper into advanced project development. The
Implementation Plan has been developed around the following generalized Stages of Project Delivery:




Planning & Environmental (Preliminary Engineering/Scoping): Reflects additional planning or project level
scoping to continue to define and delineate alternatives and project feasibility. This phase also includes the
transition into the development of relevant environmental documentation. In many cases, the alternatives
developed as part of the I-29 Corridor Study are assumed to be ready to move further into project development
(i.e. environmental/NEPA). In the case of interchanges at 47th Avenue and Merrifield Road/CR 6, this phase
includes completion of an IJR. However, some of these actions may not result in a signed environmental document
until such time as Federal funds are programmed, or FHWA fiscal constraint requirements can be met.
Right-of-Way, Design and Construction (Advanced Project Development): Reflects efforts following
completion of a signed environmental document. These are stages of advanced project development involving
actual final design and right of way. Included in this phase would also be efforts to secure final programming (or
project selection). Advanced project development includes the construction phase.

The implementation plan will assign one of these two general categories to identified improvements listed in the I- 29
Corridor Study. Smaller less significant projects which will likely fit more easily into the GF-EGF TIP or move quickly in the
first phase or two are not noted. For more complex projects, the transition through these stages is more gradual, and more
thoughtfulness is needed on how these projects continue to transition out of planning and further into project development.

32ND AVENUE/US 81B NEEDS
Due to the major investment needed at 32nd Avenue/US 81B, and the coordinated needs between 32nd Avenue/US 81B and
47th Avenue, additional analysis was completed to determine the approximate thresholds where 32nd Avenue/US 81B begins
to breakdown. This analysis increased the modeled traffic volumes based on linear growth between the existing and
approved 2025 ADT projections and then between the approved 2025 ADT and 2040 ADT projections.


According to the 2025 P.M. peak hour analysis, deficiencies along the corridor emerged. However, there are key
issues that emerge before 2025.
» At around 40 percent (2019) of the growth between 2015 and 2025, deficient operations are expected at
38th Street.
» By 70 percent (2022) of the growth between 2015 and 2025, the northbound off-ramp begins to queue
onto the interstate.
» By 2025, deficient operations are expected at the West Ramp, East Ramp and 38th Street intersections
during the P.M. peak hour.
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With the Spot Improvements on 32nd Avenue/US 81B, 2025 operations are improved to LOS “D” across the
corridor. However, as growth continues capacity constraints on the overpass bridge begin to emerge around 2030,
or 30 percent of growth expected between 2025 and 2040. The capacity constraints result in deficient operations
at the West Ramp intersection and queues onto the interstate.
Figure 8-2: 2015 to 2025 Growth Thresholds with Existing Configuration on 32nd Avenue/US 81B

Figure 8-3: 2025 to 2040 Growth Thresholds with Spot Improvements on 32nd Avenue/US 81B

ANCILLARY INVESTMENTS TO SUPPORT 47TH AVENUE INTERCHANGE
As noted, the Implementation Plan for the I-29 Corridor Study is not cost constrained. Further, it is a demonstration of
needed improvements more narrowly focused on the I-29 Corridor and adjacent systems. To that end, development of a
future interchange at 47th Avenue will require substantial additional investment in local roadways. In current year dollars,
total needs to provide local roadway system to support 47th Avenue is estimated at nearly $17.0 million. This system of
roadways is shown as part of Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-4, and includes extension and/or completion of 34th Street, 38th Street,
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Grade Separation) are shown with a potential for Regional funding. Urban funds are shown on both Regional and or
Interstate projects. This is done to indicate that broad partnerships may be needed to fully program these investments on
a more accelerated time frame.

PROGRAMMING SPLITS
Table 8-5 demonstrates a tentative set of programming and cost splits for the most significant project improvements
identified through the I-29 Corridor Study. These cost splits are based upon current local, state and federal funding
guidance. More specific guidance regarding local, state and federal funding splits is available in the NDDOT Local
Government Manual. These splits generally follow that guidance, however Table 8-5 represents a best-case scenario. It is
likely many of these improvements will require more local resources to construct improvements in the phases identified by
the I-29 Corridor Study.
Table 8-5: Funding Matrix
Total
Cost
(2017 $)

Total
Cost
(YOE $)

Federal

State

City

County

$5.700

$12.489

$9.99

$1.25

$0.000

$1.25

Northeast Loop Modification

$6.600

$14.461

$11.57

$1.45

$1.45

$0.000

Gateway Drive Grade Separation

$28.300

$62.009

$49.61

$6.20

$6.20

$0.000

42nd Street Grade Separation*

$40.000

$61.578

$21.55

$0.000

$40.026

$0.000

Capacity Enhancements (No Bridge Widening)

$7.400

$9.003

$7.20

$0.90

$0.90

$0.000

$12.000

$18.473

$14.78

$1.85

$1.85

$0.000

$28.500

$43.874

$39.49

$4.39

$0.000

$0.000

$16.480

$36.110

$32.50

$3.61

$0.000

$0.000

Project

Funding Split (YOE $)

North Washington/CR 11/US 81
Access Modification + Ramp Modification
Gateway Drive/US 2

DeMers Avenue/ND 297

32nd Avenue/US 81B
Reconstruct 38th Street to Columbia Road
47th Avenue
Construct New Interchange
Merrifield Road/CR 6
Modify Overpass to Full Interchange

* 25% Urban Roads + 10% Regional; Balance of cost Local
**YOE costs were estimated using the midpoint of the implementation phase for which they are anticipated to be constructed.
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DATE:11/28/2018
PRIORITY# Principal Arterial Bus US 81/S Washington St Reconstruction in 2024
Street: Bus US 81/S Washington St (Hammerling Ave to 8th Ave S)

City: Grand Forks
County: Grand Forks

Length: ~0.5 miles

Proposed Improvement: Reconstruction of Bus US 81/ S Washington St from Hammerling Ave
to 8th Ave S.
Cost Estimates Breakdown (in $1,000)
Alternate

PE

R/W

Utility

Constr.

Bridges

Misc.

Total

5,700

Present Road: Surface Width? 60’

Surface Type? 9” Concrete with asphalt overlay

On Street Parking Allowed? _______ Present: (No) One Side Both Sides Angle Parallel
Proposed: (No) One Side Both Sides Angle Parallel
Proposed Improvements
ADT Present: _____________ Yr: ___________
Travel Way Width :60’
ADT Design: _________ Design year ________
No. of Lanes: 5
Design Speed: 35 MPH
Roadway Width:60’
Maximum Curve: _________________________
Min. R/W Width:__________________
Maximum Grade: _________________________

Right of Way
Will Additional ROW or easement be acquired? Likely ROW acquisition by: City (DOT)
Has any ROW easements been acquired since 7-1-72: Likely ROW Condemnation by: City DOT
Est. No. of occupied family dwelling to be displaced? 0
Est. No. business to be displaced? 0

Impacts
Will there be any additional Impacts (Cultural and Environmental Resources): None
anticipated
Will there be any impacts to 4(f) or 6(f) properties: None Anticipated
Airports: None Anticipated Public Hearings: Maybe
Environmental Classification (Cat-Ex, EA, EIS): PCE or DCE
Transportation Enhancements: Will be determined during NEPA phase
Intermodal: Will be determined during NEPA phase
Pedestrian Needs: Will be determined during NEPA phase
Railroads Crossings
RR Name

No. Xings

No. Tracks
and Type of
Crossing

Daily Train
Movements

Train
Speed

Present
Protection

Proposed
Protection

None
Purpose and Need Statement
1.

When was the current street section built. Has there been any additional
maintenance to the street section.
Original Construction was in 1952, with overlays in 1974, 1985, 2002, and 2018.
At the time of the proposed construction the existing asphalt overlay will be 6
years old and the underlying concrete will be 72 years old.

2.

How many driving lanes and turning lanes does the street section currently have
and what are the widths of the driving and turning lanes.
There are currently five lanes, two through lanes in each direction with s shared
left turn lane. The through lanes and turn lanes are approximately 12’ wide.

3.

What is the condition of the pavement section.
The pavement was recently overlaid and the surface is in good condition.

4.

How are the existing geometrics of the roadway?
The existing roadway alignment is relatively straight and level.

5.

Are there any access points to adjoining properties that present a special concern?
There are a number of existing access point for businesses along this corridor.
Past studies have indicated that some effort should be made in reducing the
number of access points in the future.

6.

Are there any existing sidewalks or shared use path in place?
There are existing sidewalks on both sides of the road. These sidewalks span from
the back of the curb to the edge of the existing right of way line. Numerous street
lights and signs can be found in the sidewalk.

Bus US 81/S Washington St Reconstruction 8th Ave S to Hammerling Ave
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